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DEVELOPMENTS IN THE WAGES SYSTEM 

Introduction 

A.1 This appendix outlines developments in pay setting arrangements 

and agreement making based on updated data from the Australian Bureau 

of Statistics (ABS), DEWR and the Office of the Employment Advocate 

(OEA). The appendix is intended to assist the Commission in its 

consideration of the ACTU’s claim.1 

A.2 The appendix includes final data from the May 2000 ABS Survey 

of Employee Earnings and Hours (EEH Survey) showing the coverage of 

employees by pay setting arrangements and the characteristics of 

employees paid under different arrangements. The survey shows that 

while award reliance has declined from 67.6 per cent in May 1990 to 23.2 

per cent in May 2000, some 1.8 million non-farm employees continue to 

rely on either federal or State awards. 

A.3 The EEH Survey also revealed that award reliance was higher 

among part-time employees and employees in low skilled occupations, 

compared to full-time employees or employees in higher skilled 

occupations. In addition, the survey provided data on the average weekly 

earnings of employees under different pay setting methods. These data 

show that on average, lower paid employees are more likely to be paid at 

the award rate than employees in general. The data also confirm that the 

                                                 
1 As there is no new data on award and agreement coverage since the 2000- 2001 
Safety Net Review - Wages, we have included final estimates from the EEH Survey 
and some hitherto unpublished data. The ABS will be conducting another survey on 
Employee Earnings and Hours in May 2002 and preliminary data can be expected in 
December 2002. The ABS will be conducting another survey on Employee Earnings 
and Hours in May 2002 and preliminary data can be expected in December 2002. 
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award system is acting as a safety net that protects lower paid employees 

as required by the Workplace Relations Act 1996 (WR Act). 

A.4 The appendix shows that while agreement making continues to 

grow and mature, certain types of industries and workplaces remain 

where the penetration of bargaining has been limited. 

The spread of agreement making – the decline in award 

reliance 

A.5 The final estimates from the ABS May 2000 Employee Earnings 

and Hours (EEH) Survey indicate that award reliance has fallen 

dramatically since the introduction of enterprise bargaining. In 1990, 

67.6 per cent of employees were paid at an award rate (the remainder 

were paid overaward rates or were outside the award system). By 2000, 

this figure had fallen to 23.2 per cent. 

A.6 Despite the decline in award reliance, some 1.8 million non-farm 

employees continue to rely on awards and a little less than half of these 

employees earn the equivalent of, or less than, the C10 rate. 

A.7 The proportion of employees paid at the award rate varies 

significantly according to the characteristics of the employees and the 

characteristics of where they work. 

A.8 As Table A.1 shows, award reliance was higher among part-time 

employees (39.9 per cent) than full-time employees (15.3 per cent). 

Unpublished EEH Survey data also show that the proportion of casual 

employees paid by award rates only (46.5 per cent) was higher compared 

to permanent employees paid award rates only (16.6 per cent). 
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A.9 Not surprisingly, the proportion of employees paid at award rates 

was higher than average in industries where part-time or casual 

employment was more likely to occur than permanent or full-time 

employment. For example, the proportion of employees paid by award 

rates only was relatively high in industries such as accommodation, cafes 

and restaurants (64.7 per cent), health and community services (37.4 per 

cent) and retail trade (34.9 per cent - see Table A.1). As women are more 

likely than men to work part-time or on a casual basis, and because they 

are more likely to be employed in the industries noted above, women 

were almost twice as likely as men to be reliant on awards (29.9 per cent, 

compared to 16.8 per cent respectively). 

A.10 Employees in low skilled occupations were also more likely than 

employees in higher skilled occupations to be paid the award rate. For 

example, only 3.3 per cent of managers and administrators were paid on 

award rates compared to 42.0 per cent of elementary clerical, sales and 

service workers and 36.9 per cent of labourers and related workers.  

A.11 Appendix B contains further information regarding the flow-on of 

Safety Net Adjustments (SNAs) and an industry analysis of awards 

receiving the SNAs. 

Average earnings by pay setting methods 

A.12 The EEH Survey shows a significant difference in weekly 

earnings across payment systems. However, in interpreting these data it is 

important to remember that they do not provide a like-for-like 

comparison. For example, the fact that employees paid at award rates 

have lower than average earnings partly reflects the fact that they are 

over-represented in occupations with relatively low wages. It also needs 

to be remembered that averages do not pick up the distribution of 
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household earnings. As we show in Chapter 7 of this submission a 

significant proportion of employees paid at award wage rates cannot be 

described as being ‘low paid’ in any overall sense. 
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Table A.1: Coverage of employees by pay setting arrangement, 
characteristics of employees 

 Awards Only 
(%) 

Collective 
Agreements*(%) 

Individual 
Agreements*(%)

All employees 23.2 36.7 40.0 
Gender     Males 16.8 36.7 46.5 
    Females 29.9 36.7 33.3 
Full-time and part-time status  Full-time 15.3 37.8 47.0 
    Part-time 39.9 34.6 25.5 
Sector     Private 26.8 23.8 49.3 
    Public 9.8 84.8 5.5 
Employer size    
Less than 20 employees 27.5 4.0 68.5 
20 to 49 employees 31.8 11.9 56.4 
50 to 99 employees 31.8 23.5 44.8 
100 to 499 employees 28.5 40.2 31.4 
500 to 999 employees 24.9 52.6 22.4 
1000 or more employees 7.7 82.9 9.4 
Industry    
Mining 5.9 39.7 54.3 
Manufacturing 11.4 37.0 51.6 
Electricity, gas and water supply 1.4 76.5 22.1 
Construction 15.0 23.8 61.2 
Wholesale trade 12.1 10.8 77.1 
Retail trade 34.9 28.7 36.5 
Accommodation, cafes and restaurants 64.7 6.7 28.6 
Transport and storage 18.4 40.1 41.5 
Communication services 1.5 69.4 29.1 
Finance and insurance 5.6 49.9 44.4 
Property and business services 20.7 11.1 68.2 
Government administration and defence 15.3 77.9 6.8 
Education 13.6 77.1 9.3 
Health and community services 37.4 43.5 19.1 
Cultural and recreational services 18.9 33.3 47.8 
Personal and other services 27.1 42.8 30.1 
Occupation    
Managers and administrators 3.3 22.9 73.8 
Professionals 13.2 51.4 35.4 
Associate professionals 12.2 33.8 54.1 
Tradespersons and related workers 23.1 32.0 44.9 
Advanced clerical and service workers 14.2 20.9 64.9 
Intermediate clerical, sales and service workers 29.9 31.4 38.7 
Intermediate production and transport workers 19.1 48.7 32.2 
Elementary clerical, sales and service workers 42.0 36.9 21.1 
Labourers and related workers 36.9 34.6 28.5 

Source: ABS, Survey of Employee Earnings and Hours (Final), May 2000 
(Cat No 6306.0). 
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A.13 With these caveats in mind, Table A.2 provides estimates of 

average earnings by payment system. The table shows that the average 

weekly ordinary time earnings (AWOTE) of full-time adult non-

managerial employees on award rates was $210.87 less than that for those 

on federal registered collective agreements ($585.13 compared to 

$796.00 respectively).2  

A.14 In its written submission the ACTU provides data which compare 

average hourly ordinary time earnings of award workers with that of all 

employees. The ACTU uses the data as evidence of what it sees as a 

‘growing divergence’ in the growth in award rates from those prevailing 

in the overall community. Our evidence in Chapter 6 refutes this, as it 

shows that employees on low award rates have experienced faster wages 

growth than employees in general over the last three years. However, it is 

true that lower paid employees are more likely to be paid at award wage 

rates than employees in general. This is consistent with the award system 

acting as a safety net that protects low paid employees, as required under 

the WR Act. 

A.15 It is also important to note that the global picture masks important 

differences between industries. Table A.2 also provides AWOTE for full-

time adult non-managerial employees by industry. It shows that in some 

industries, the weekly wages of employees paid the award rate and those 

paid by agreements are much closer. The most prominent examples are 

accommodation, cafes and restaurants and retail trade where the 

proportions of employees still paid by the award are significant and where 

AWOTE, regardless of how pay is set, is low compared to the average for 

                                                 
2 Data from the EEH Survey on the proportions of employees by pay setting method 
indicate that the greatest proportion are paid by federal registered collective 
agreements (13.7 per cent), followed by state registered collective agreements (9.0 per 
cent) and lastly unregistered collective agreements (0.8 per cent). 
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all employees. The difference between award AWOTE and federal 

registered collective agreement AWOTE in these industries in May 2000 

was $90.61 and $60.95 respectively. 

Table A.2: Average weekly ordinary time earnings, full-time adult 
non-managerial employees, by pay setting method 
 Awards 

only 
Collective 
agreements 

(federal 
registered) 

Collective 
agreements 

(State 
registered) 

Collective 
agreements

(un- 
registered) 

Individual 
agreements
(registered)

Individual 
agreements 

(un-
registered) 

Total 

 $/week $/week $/week $/week $/week $/week $/week 
Mining  920.17 1324.47 1222.99 1450.30 1258.99 1157.36 1214.11 
Manufacturing  508.44 726.95 635.15 622.62 715.71 671.75 668.73 
Electricity, gas and water 
supply  679.18 908.01 876.41 na 883.38 1115.13 920.27 

Construction  563.27 869.63 752.55 809.52 697.26 725.24 737.99 
Wholesale trade  514.26 680.47 579.22 605.88 641.20 703.25 672.67 
Retail trade  495.87 556.82 605.87 575.03 532.31 644.06 586.36 
Accommodation, cafes & 
restaurants  560.74 651.35 522.26 na 592.23 595.66 575.34 

Transport and storage  582.05 910.54 805.05 636.89 845.81 658.26 746.38 
Communication services  638.75 847.21 na na 864.69 944.29 857.44 
Finance and insurance  688.01 767.26 721.27 861.75 662.53 824.08 782.46 
Property and business services 557.05 765.44 776.50 596.01 630.00 820.41 767.09 
Government administration & 
defence 745.06 757.03 760.51 712.23 964.54 784.43 761.86 

Education  799.95 918.58 865.70 775.58 916.91 800.60 875.66 
Health and community services  621.82 785.03 834.42 722.54 774.00 675.43 739.49 
Cultural and recreational 
services  545.26 749.32 751.56 768.65 684.17 750.35 720.27 

Personal and other services   594.22 879.39 937.07 743.79 618.46 709.65 791.55 
Total 585.13 796.00 808.65 715.61 784.15 727.40 736.90 

Source: ABS, Survey of Employee Earnings and Hours (Final), May 2000 
(Cat No 6306.0). 

Evidence from the Workplace Agreements Database 

A.16 Evidence from the WAD3 shows clearly that agreement making in 

the federal jurisdiction continues to grow, although the rate of growth has 

                                                 
3 DEWR maintains the most comprehensive database of federal collective agreements 
in Australia. The WAD contains up to 300 general, wages and conditions details of 
around 41 500 agreements certified by the AIRC between August 1991 and 
September 2001 - the most recent period for which collated data is available. The AIR 
provides DEWR with copies of all agreements, employee statistics and certification 
details for agreements certified by the AIRC. This ongoing involvement from the AIR 
is invaluable in maintaining the WAD. 
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not been uniform across business types. As in previous cases, the 

Commonwealth continues to stress the importance of encouraging the 

spread of agreement making into sectors where the penetration of 

bargaining has, to date, been limited. There is evidence that bargaining is 

continuing to spread to smaller organisations. In Chapter 8 we address the 

Commission’s role in encouraging agreement making in the context of 

the SNA.  

Number of agreements 
A.17 From 1 October 1991 to 30 September 2001, an estimated 41 463 

collective agreements were certified in the federal jurisdiction. While the 

rate of growth slowed in 1999 and the first half of 2000, Chart A.1 

reflects an increase in agreement making starting in the September 

quarter 2000 which has continued through to the September quarter 2001. 

The December quarter 2000 recorded the highest number of agreements 

certified in a quarter (2 406) since the introduction of enterprise 

bargaining in 1991. In the twelve months since 30 September 2000, a 

total of 7 380 agreements have been certified by the AIRC. 
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Chart A.1: Number of formal federal agreements certified by 
quarter, September 1991 to September 2001 
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Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database. 
Current agreements 
A.18 Chart A.2 shows the number of wage agreements current on the 

last day of each quarter and the number of employees covered by these 

current agreements (that is, wage agreements which have not been 

terminated and have not yet passed their expiry date).4 As we have noted 

in previous submissions, this measure underestimates the total number of 

employees covered by federal agreements at a given point in time, 

although it does provide a useful indictor of general trends in agreement 

coverage.5  

A.19 Trends in the number of employees covered by current formalised 

wage agreements reflect the variation in size of agreements that are 
                                                 
4 Data for Chart A.2 includes all formal federal wage agreements that were current on 
the last day of each quarter. Conditions only agreements are excluded from this series 
to avoid any overlap between the two agreement categories. 
5 The underestimation occurs because the terms of an expired agreement continue to 
apply until such time as the agreement is terminated or replaced, but employees 
covered in this way are excluded from the current agreement employee coverage 
count since their agreement has passed its formal expiry date. The effect of this is 
only marginally offset by any double counting of employees covered by an agreement 
that is replaced, without termination, prior to its formal expiry date. 
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certified and expire during each quarter. The columns in Chart A.2 show 

the number of federal enterprise agreements current on the last day of 

each quarter. 

A.20 Chart A.2 shows that prior to the introduction of the WR Act, 

collective agreements tended to cover, on average, large numbers of 

employees. From 1997, there was a rapid upward trend in agreement 

numbers in conjunction with a slower upward trend in numbers of 

employees covered.6 During the year to September 2001 the number of 

current agreements has further increased. Generally, the number of 

employees covered by current agreements has shown relatively steady 

growth. The few quarters where the number of employees under current 

agreements has declined, were for the most part reflecting the impact of 

the expiry of agreements with large numbers of employees.7  

                                                                                                                                            
 
6 The fall in the number of current agreements in the December quarter 1999 reflected 
the expiry of a number of pattern bargaining agreements in the construction sector. 
The impact of these expiring pattern agreements on the employee series was less 
pronounced because construction pattern agreements, on average, cover fewer 
employees than other agreements.  
7 For example, the decline in employees covered in the September quarter 2001 
reflects the expiry of a large agreement in the communications sector covering around 
35 800 employees and the expiry of a number of large retail and manufacturing 
agreements. As these agreements are renegotiated, the employee coverage figures will 
climb accordingly. 
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Chart A.2: The spread of bargaining - the number of current wage 
agreements and the number of employees covered, from the 
September quarter 1991 to the September quarter 2001 
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Sector 
A.21 WAD data shows that private sector agreements represented 92 

per cent of all agreements formalised between 1 October 2000 and 30 

September 2001, and they account for an estimated 58 per cent of all 

employees covered by these agreements. This reflects the difference in 

average agreement size between the two sectors, with private sector 

agreements certified during this period covering an average 74 

employees, compared with an average of 6368 employees per public 

sector agreement certified during the same period. Estimates of the 

number of employees covered by federal agreements formalised in each 

quarter, by sector, are shown in Chart A.3. 

                                                 
8 This figure has increased because of the certification of several government agency 
agreements and several public sector nursing agreements covering large numbers of 
employees in the September quarter 2001. 
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Chart A.3: Employees covered by federal agreements formalised in 
the quarter, September 1991 to September 2001. 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 
 
Size 
A.22 The comparatively small average size of private sector 

agreements certified in recent years reflects the increasing tendency for 

smaller businesses and/or smaller units within enterprises to make greater 

use of formal enterprise agreements. WAD data showed that of 

agreements certified from 1 October 2000 to 30 September 2001, 61 per 

cent covered less than 20 employees. This compares to agreements 
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Chart A.4: Agreements certified in the quarter by size of employer, 
September 1991 to September 2001 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database. 
Industry 
A.23 The industry breakdown of agreement making in the federal 

system has not changed dramatically over the last three years, with the 

largest number of agreements certified in the construction industry, 

followed by manufacturing. Table A.3 shows that in the year to 30 
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30 September 2000) and government administration and defence (3.8 per 
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employees in agriculture, forestry and fishing, compared to 37 current 

wage agreements covering an estimated 5 400 employees at 30 

September 2000. The most rapid growth in current agreements for this 

industry has occurred in agreements covering 1 to 19 employees. The 

slower rate of growth in agreement making may indicate that bargaining, 

in this industry, experiences an increased sensitivity to external factors 

(see Chapter 5.) 

A.25 Health and community services was one industry to vary 

significantly, with the proportion of all agreements made in this industry 

decreasing from 10.7 per cent of all agreements certified in 1998–99 to 

5.2 per cent in 2000–01. Despite the fact that the number of agreements 

certified in 1998–99 was nearly double those certified in 2000–01, the 

number of employees covered by agreements certified in 2000–01 was 

greater than the number of employees covered by agreements certified in 

1998–99.  

A.26 Some of these newly certified agreements consolidated groups of 

earlier agreements but the decline in the number of agreement 

certifications is mainly attributable to Victorian public sector health 

employees who were under agreements that expired in 2000 and are now 

covered by a s.170MX arbitrated award. Despite this, the level of current 

agreements remains healthy, with the number of new agreements 

increasing in the September quarter 2001. 

A.27 The only other division to vary significantly was construction. 

The proportion of agreements certified in construction increased from 

39.6 per cent in 1998–99 to 47.3 per cent in 2000–01. The rate of 

agreement certification in construction is especially subject to cyclic 

tendencies and over the next twelve months the number of current 
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agreements in the industry will decline with large numbers of Victorian 

construction agreements due to expire in November 2002. All other 

ANZSIC divisions have remained relatively stable, varying less than 2 

percentage points in this three-year period (see Table A.3). 

Table A.3: Spread of bargaining by Australian and New Zealand 
Standard Industrial Classification, all agreements certified in the 
period 

Agreements certified Agreements certified Agreements certified 
1 Oct 98 – 30 Sep 99 1 Oct 99 – 30 Sep 00 1 Oct 00 – 30 Sep 01 

 

Number  % Number  % Number  % 
Agriculture, forestry & 
fishing                                     25 0.4  31 0.5  37 0.5 

Mining                                    163 2.4  108 1.8  126 1.7 
Manufacturing                       1 562 22.6 1 438 23.8 1 618 21.9 
Electricity, gas & water          157 2.3  75 1.2  62 0.8 
Construction                          2 735 39.6 2 479 41.0 3 487 47.3 
Wholesale trade                      57 0.8  60 1.0  40 0.5 
Retail trade                              78 1.1  120 2.0  204 2.8 
Accommodation, cafes & 
restaurants                               63 0.9  65 1.1  68 0.9 

Transport & storage                503 7.3  480 7.9  522 7.1 
Communication services        13 0.2  14 0.2  22 0.3 
Finance & insurance               46 0.7  45 0.7  50 0.7 
Property & business 
services                                   121 1.8  129 2.1  125 1.7 

Government administration 
& defence                                345 5.0  305 5.0  279 3.8 

Education                                122 1.8  101 1.7  169 2.3 
Health & community 
services                                   736 10.7  461 7.6  383 5.2 

Cultural & recreational 
services                                   119 1.7  69 1.1  128 1.7 

Personal & other services       53 0.8  63 1.0  58 0.8 
Total  6 898   100  6 043   100  7 378   100 
Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 
Note: All percentages have been rounded 
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Chart A.5: Growth in the spread and coverage of retail industry 
agreements current at 30 September 2001 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 

Chart A.6: Growth in the spread and coverage of retail industry 
agreements current at 30 September 2001 by size (number of 
employees) 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 
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Chart A.7: Growth in the spread and coverage of accommodation, 
cafe and restaurant industry agreements current at 30 September 
2001 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 

Chart A.8: Growth in the spread and coverage of accommodation, 
cafe and restaurant industry agreements current at 30 September 
2001 by size (number of employees) 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 
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Chart A.9: Growth in the spread and coverage of health and 
community services industry agreements current at 30 September 
2001 by size 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 

Chart A.10: Growth in the spread and coverage of health and 
community services agreements current at 30 September 2001 by size 
(number of employees) 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 
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Chart A.11: Growth in the spread and coverage of agriculture, 
forestry and fishing industry agreements current at 30 September 
2001 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 

Chart A.12: Growth in the spread and coverage of agriculture, 
forestry and fishing industry agreements current at 30 September 
2001 by size (number of employees) 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 
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Chart A.13: Growth in the spread and coverage of personal and 
other services agreements current at 30 September 2001 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 

Chart A.14: Growth in the spread and coverage of personal and 
other services agreements current at 30 September 2001 by size 
(number of employees) 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 
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Chart A.15: Growth in the spread and coverage of construction 
industry agreements current at 30 September 2001 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 

Chart A.16: Growth in the spread and coverage of communication 
industry agreements current at 30 September 2001 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 
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Chart A.17: Growth in the spread and coverage of cultural and 
recreational services industry agreements current at 30 September 
2001 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 

Chart A.18: Growth in the spread and coverage of education 
industry agreements current at 30 September 2001 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 
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Chart A.19: Growth in the spread and coverage of manufacturing 
agreements current at 30 September 2001 
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Chart A.20: Growth in the spread and coverage of transport and 
storage industry agreements current at 30 September 2001 

Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 
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Chart A.21: Growth in the spread and coverage of wholesale trade 
industry agreements current at 30 September 2001 
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Chart A.22: Growth in the spread and coverage of property and 
business industry agreements current at 30 September 2001 
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Chart A.23: Growth in the spread and coverage of finance and 
insurance industry agreements current at 30 September 2001 
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Chart A.24: Growth in the spread and coverage of mining industry 
agreements current at 30 September 2001 
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Chart A.25: Growth in the spread and coverage of government 
administration and defence industry agreements current at 30 
September 2001 
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Source: DEWR, Workplace Agreements Database 

Chart A.26: Growth in the spread and coverage of electricity, gas and 
water services industry agreements current at 30 September 2001 
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Data from the Office of the Employment Advocate 

A.28 AWAs are now an established agreement making option for 

employers and employees under the WR Act and they continue to grow in 

popularity. Over 70 000 AWAs were approved by the Office of the 

Employment Advocate (OEA) during 2001 – the highest number 

approved in a single year since their introduction in 1997 (see Chart 

A.27). As Tables A.4 - A.7 demonstrate, AWAs have spread across all 

industry groups and to all sizes of organisation. Since 1997, an average of 

21.2 per cent of AWAs have come from the public sector, although this 

proportion has declined over 2001 to an average of 11.8 per cent (the 

proportion of employers with AWAs in the public sector has increased by 

1.0 percentage point over the same period). 

Chart A.27: Australian Workplace Agreements (AWAs) approved by 
year 
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Source: OEA, Australian Workplace Agreements Management System and Workdesk 
Reports Module. 
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Table A.4: Percentage of AWAs and employers with approved AWAs 
by industry sector 

 EMPLOYEES 

 1998 
% 

1999 
% 

2000 
% 

2001 
% 

Total 
(Mar 97 – Dec 01) 

% 
Private 58 76 90 86 78.8 
Public 42 24 10 14 21.2 
Total 100 100 100 100 100.0 
      

 EMPLOYERS 

 1998 
% 

1999 
% 

2000 
% 

2001 
% 

Total 
(Mar 97 – Dec 01) 

% 
Private 86 84 89 84 88.0 
Public 14 16 11 16 12.0 
Total 100 100 100 100 100.0 
Source: OEA, Australian Workplace Agreements Management System and Workdesk 
Reports Module. 

Table A.5: Proportion of employees with approved AWAs by 
ANZSIC Division 

ANZSIC 1998 
% 

1999 
% 

2000 
% 

2001 
% 

Total 
(Mar 97 – Dec 01) 

% 
Accommodation, cafes and 
restaurants 4 7 8 6 6.8 
Agriculture, forestry and 
fishing 1 1 1 2 1.2 
Communication services 7 11 11 11 11.2 
Construction 2 2 2 4 2.8 
Cultural and recreational 
services 2 10 4 4 4.2 
Education 1 1 1 1 1.0 
Electricity, gas and water 
supply 2 2 1 3 1.2 
Finance and insurance 6 4 6 6 5.7 
Government, administration 
and defence 29 13 12 6 12.8 
Health and community 
services 5 6 4 7 4.5 
Manufacturing 8 9 9 10 9.5 
Mining 4 3 3 5 4.5 
Personal and other services 4 11 4 3 4.5 
Property and business services 3 6 15 11 10.5 
Retail trade 11 9 13 13 12.3 
Transport and storage 8 3 5 5 5.5 
Wholesale trade 3 2 2 2 1.8 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 
Source: OEA, Australian Workplace Agreements Management System and Workdesk 
Reports Module. 
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Table A.6: Proportion of employers with approved AWAs by 
ANZSIC Division 

ANZSIC 1998 
% 

1999 
% 

2000 
% 

2001 
% 

Total 
(Mar 97 – Dec 01) 

% 
Accommodation, cafes and 
restaurants 3 4 3 9 3.5 

Agriculture, forestry and 
fishing 2 1 1 2 0.6 

Communication services 1 1 <1 2 0.6 
Construction 4 3 3 7 3.1 
Cultural and recreational 
services 4 8 5 5 4.8 

Education 1 2 1 3 1.2 
Electricity, gas and water 
supply 2 2 <1 1 0.8 

Finance and insurance 1 2 1 2 1.5 
Government, administration 
and defence 9 9 8 10 9.9 

Health and community 
services 13 9 7 5 7.3 

Manufacturing 10 9 7 13 7.0 
Mining 4 4 5 5 4.6 
Personal and other services 5 6 4 4 3.9 
Property and business 
services 7 10 18 10 16.5 

Retail trade 11 16 19 14 17.0 
Transport and storage 16 9 9 6 10.4 
Wholesale trade 7 5 8 2 7.4 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 
Source: OEA, Australian Workplace Agreements Management System and Workdesk 
Reports Module. 
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Table A.7: AWAs and employers with approved AWAs by size of 
employer 

AWAs Size of 
Employer 1998 

% 
1999 

% 
2000 

% 
2001 

% 
Total 

(Mar 97 – Dec 01) 
% 

Less than 20 4 6 7 7 6.0 
20 – 99 12 17 19 19 17.2 
100 – 499 45 39 37 29 36.1 
500+ 38 38 37 46 40.6 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 
      

EMPLOYERS Size of 
Employer 1998 

% 
1999 

% 
2000 

% 
2001 

% 
Total 

(Mar 97 – Dec 01) 
% 

Less than 20 40 32 27 19 37.0 
20 – 99 26 29 32 31 30.4 
100 – 499 26 27 27 27 21.6 
500+ 8 10 14 24 11.7 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 
Source: OEA, Australian Workplace Agreements Management System and Workdesk 
Reports Module. 

Developments in Commonwealth Government employment 

A.29 Virtually all Australian Public Service (APS) and Parliamentary 

Service Staff and most Government Business Enterprises (GBEs) are 

covered by agency level or workplace agreements covering pay and 

conditions of employment. There are 103 current APS agreements, 

covering 114 000 staff employed under the Public Service Act 1999 and 

the Parliamentary Service Act 1999. In addition, at the end of January 

2002, there were about 6 700 operational AWAs in the APS covering 

almost all Senior Executive Service (SES) staff and an increasing number 

of staff below the SES level. The following contains more detail on 

agreement making in the APS, GBEs, non-APS Statutory Authorities and 

the Australian Defence Force. 

Australian Public Service (APS) 
A.30 Almost all APS staff are now covered by agency level agreements 

on pay and conditions of employment (the exception being some staff 
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employed in the Australian Protective Services who are covered by an 

award arbitrated under s.170MX of the WR Act). There are 103 current 

agreements covering over 99 per cent of staff employed under the Public 

Service Act 1999 and the Parliamentary Service Act 1999. Ninety-four of 

the agreements are comprehensive, stand-alone documents (that is, they 

do not operate in conjunction with awards). Thirty-eight of the 

agreements have been made directly with staff under s.170LK of the WR 

Act, 64 under s.170LJ of the Act and one under s.170LL. 

A.31 The Australian Bureau of Statistics Certified Agreement covering 

staff employed at the Data Processing Centre for the 2001 Census of 

Population, was the first ‘Greenfields’ agreement (certified under 

s.170LL of the WR Act) in the APS. 

A.32 Pay rises negotiated under these agreements vary with duration 

and the package of productivity changes negotiated. Increases range from 

2.0 per cent to 6.7 per cent per annum. The overall Average Annualised 

Wage Increase (AAWI)9 for APS employees is currently 4.2 per cent. The 

AAWI for agreements certified in 2001 was 3.3 per cent. A number of 

agreements also provide one-off bonuses, typically paid on certification. 

A.33 APS certified agreements provide for a range of productivity 

initiatives to fund increases in salaries over varying periods of 12 months 

to three years. They continue to include initiatives tailored to the culture 

of the agency and the needs of the agency and its employees. Features 

include a focus on more flexible hours to improve client service and 

balance work and family demands. Agreements also include initiatives 

                                                 
9 For quantifiable wage agreements, the average annualised wage increase (AAWI) per employee is calculated by 
(1) summing the percentage wage increases to give a total percentage wage increase for each agreement (flat dollar 
increases are converted to a percentage using average weekly ordinary time earnings (AWOTE) for the relevant 
ANZSIC industry division and quarter);  (2) annualising the total percentage wage increase by dividing it by the 
effective duration and multiplying it by 12; and (3) weighting the result by the number of employees covered.  
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such as the provision to ‘cash out’ limited amounts of recreation leave, 

streamlining leave arrangements, streamlining and increasing 

accountability in the payment of allowances and increasing the standard 

working day from 7 hours and 21 minutes per day to 7 hours and 30 

minutes per day, sometimes accompanied by a Christmas shutdown. 

A.34 Agencies are consistently implementing/enhancing 

comprehensive performance management arrangements as a key 

objective of agreements. Individual performance-based pay is a feature of 

agreements in 57 per cent of agencies and includes accelerated salary 

advancement (42 per cent of agencies), additional bonus payments (29 

per cent) and higher percentage pay increases (17 per cent).  

A.35 All Australian Government certified agreements provide scope for 

agencies to develop comprehensive AWAs. As at the end of January 

2002, there were about 6 700 operational AWAs in the APS covering 

almost all SES staff (1 600 people) and an increasing number of staff 

below the SES level (5 100). 

Government Business Enterprises, non-APS Statutory Authorities and 
the Australian Defence Force 
A.36 Government Business Enterprises (GBEs) and Commonwealth 

authorities not staffed under the Public Service Act 1999 employ 

approximately 120 000 staff. Of those, a large proportion is employed by 

either Telstra (approximately 50 000) or Australia Post (38 000). 

A.37 Australia Post’s employees are covered by an agreement 

delivering an 8 per cent increase over 26 months: 2.5 per cent from 

December 2001, 3 per cent from April 2003 and 2.5 per cent from 

December 2003. The expiry date of the agreement is February 2004.  
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A.38 Commonwealth authorities not staffed under the Public Service 

Act 1999 (excluding GBEs) employ around 30 000 staff. A recent survey 

indicated that approximately 66 per cent of these authorities have 

certified agreements or enterprise agreements in place. Of these, around 

16 per cent were certified under s. 170LK of the WR Act. In addition, 

nine per cent of agencies surveyed used AWAs at the senior executive 

level and 26 per cent below the senior executive level. The survey results 

also indicated that common law contracts were used by 60 per cent of 

these Commonwealth authorities at the senior executive level and 43 per 

cent below the senior executive level. 

A.39 Current Commonwealth authority agreements include the CSIRO 

Enterprise Agreement 2001 which covers 6 370 staff and provides a pay 

increase of 4 per cent over 12 months in recognition of productivity and 

efficiency improvements. The agreement provides for one off cash 

rewards that may be applied to teams as well as individuals as a method 

of rewarding performance and simplified administrative arrangements 

relating to leave and overtime. 

A.40 The Health Insurance Commission (Business Improvement) 

Certified Agreement 2001–2003 covers 4 270 staff and has a duration of 

27 months. The agreement provides an initial pay increase of 4.5 per cent 

and a second increase of 5.5 per cent, conditional on whole of 

organisation achievements against stated objectives, including the 

implementation of a performance management program. 

A.41 The Australian Defence Force Enterprise Productivity 

Arrangement: 1999–2002 provides the framework for delivering 

productivity based pay increases and other conditions of service to around 

50 000 service personnel. In November 1999, the Defence Force 
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Remuneration Tribunal approved aspects of the arrangement. The ADF 

(Star Ranks) Remuneration Arrangement: 1999–2002, a separate but 

similar arrangement covering around 120 officers in the ranks of 

Brigadier (and equivalent in Navy and Air Force) and Major General (and 

equivalent), was approved by the Tribunal in December 1999. 

Agreement making in the State jurisdictions10 

A.42 Table A.8, based on the ABS May 2000 EEH Survey, shows the 

proportion of employees in each State that are covered by registered State 

collective agreements. The levels of coverage of State and federal 

collective agreements vary substantially between the States. Overall, 

registered collective agreements are dominated by the federal system. 

According to the survey, 21.7 per cent of all employees were covered by 

a federal registered collective agreement compared to 13.5 per cent of 

employees covered by a State registered collective agreement. While the 

survey did not collect data on the proportion of employees paid at award 

rates by jurisdiction and therefore could not report on the overall size of 

the federal and State systems, the data suggests that agreement coverage 

is considerably higher in the federal jurisdiction than it is across the State 

systems. These results also suggest that the proportion of employees paid 

at award rates is likely to be higher in the State systems. 

                                                 
10 In previous years, the Commonwealth has used State agreement data received from 
the relevant State departments and agencies to describe the extent of agreement 
making in the State jurisdictions. Unfortunately more recently, some States have been 
unable to provide this information. 
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Table A.8: Methods of setting pay disaggregated by jurisdiction, as at 
May 2000 

 Proportion of Employees (%) 
Pay Setting Method NSW WA TAS SA VIC QLD AUST 

Individual agreements 
(not registered) 40.9 39.4 24.2 30.3 43.0 32.6 38.2 

Individual agreements 
(registered) 0.7 6.9 1.4 0.5 2.0 1.0 1.8 

Collective agreements 
(not registered) 1.4 2.1 0.9 1.8 1.2 1.8 1.5 

Collective agreements 
(registered) – Federal 17.6 15.8 19.4 17.4 32.7 13.0 21.7 

Collective agreements 
(registered) – State 15.4 17.4 21.9 19.5 0.0 27.0 13.5 

Awards only 23.9 18.3 32.2 30.5 21.1 24.6 23.2 
Total 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0 
Source: ABS, unpublished data, Employee Earnings and Hours Survey 
(Cat No 6306.0) 
Notes: Data on the proportion of employees whose pay is set by awards only is not 
disaggregated by jurisdiction. The totals for each State represent the combined total of 
employees under State or federal awards in that State. The last column shows the 
Australia wide average for employees paid by awards. 

A.43 Previous reporting on State agreement coverage showed that 

agreement making had continued to expand gradually in the State 

jurisdictions. Data from future EEH Surveys may allow a time series to 

be developed that shows trends in State and federal agreement coverage. 
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FLOW-ON OF THE 2000–2001 SAFETY NET REVIEW 

DECISION 

Flow of 2000–2001 decision to federal awards 

B.1 This appendix reports on the flow-on of SNAs into federal awards 

and through State wage cases for State awards. The majority of current 

federal awards varied for the 2001 SNA were varied in the first three 

months following the decision. The 2001 SNA was flowed-on into all 

State jurisdictions through State wage cases. 

Safety net adjustments in federal awards1 

B.2 As of 31 December 2001, DEWR recorded 624 awards (602 of 

which were still in operation at that date) which had been varied for the 

May 2001 SNA decision. As of 31 December 2000, 626 awards (611 of 

which were still in operation at that date) had been varied for the May 

2000 decision. Current awards varied for the May 2001 decision by the 

end of December 2001 represent 28 per cent of all current relevant 

awards (that is, all awards excluding single issue and enterprise 

bargaining awards). 

B.3 Table B.1 shows which of the three adjustment quantums were 

applied to the 602 awards that had received the May 2001 SNA and were 

current as at 31 December 2001. Almost 80 per cent of these awards 

received the $13 increase, which was granted to award rates up to and 

including $490 per week. Of the 80 per cent of current awards receiving 

the $13 increase, 13 per cent received no other wage increase, 51 per cent 

                                                 
1 Information on the SNAs and Federal Minimum Wage is drawn from the Safety Net 
Adjustment and Paid Rates Awards Database maintained by DEWR which utilises the 
orders of the Commission as its primary data source. 
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also received the $15 increase only and 36 per cent received all wage 

increases. 

Table B.1: May 2001 SNA outcomes in federal awards as at 31 
December 2001 

Outcome Number of federal awards varied Percentage of all awards varied 
$13 only 63 10 
$13 and $15 241 40 
$15 only 13 2 
$15 and $17 56 9 
$17 only 29 5 
$13, $15 and $17 172 29 
Unclear 28 5 
Total 602 100 
Source: DEWR, Safety Net Adjustment and Paid Rates Awards Database. 
Notes:  
(a) The information presented has been drawn from published Commission decisions 
and does not reflect the impact of orders yet to be published, but relevant to the time 
period covered by the analysis. 
(b) All percentages have been rounded. 

B.4 The majority of the 602 awards were varied in the first three 

months following the decision. However, Charts B.1 and B.2 indicate that 

there has been an easing in the rate of flow-on in the first two months 

following the last three SNA decisions. There are several reasons for this 

easing which have been identified in previous submissions. It may have, 

in part, reflected the delay of award parties in having their awards varied 

for the last increase. A number of awards exist whose parties use 

agreement making for wage determination and therefore are not 

dependent on award adjustments for increases. The changed pattern is 

also consistent with the Commission’s ruling in the last three Safety Net 

Review decisions that awards would not be eligible for a SNA until at 

least twelve months had elapsed since the award received the previous 

year’s adjustment.2  

                                                 
2 While in the most recent of these, increases were allowed earlier than twelve months 
after the previous adjustment, this was only in the situation where variation was by 
consent and at no additional cost. This does not appear to have altered the pattern 
substantially. 
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Chart B.1: Comparison of monthly flow of April 1998, April 1999, 
May 2000 and May 2001 SNAs, May to December of their respective 
first year of operation 
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Source: DEWR, Safety Net Adjustment and Paid Rates Awards Database. 
Note: The information presented has been drawn from published Commission 
decisions and does not reflect the impact of orders yet to be published, but relevant to 
the time period covered by the analysis. 

Chart B.2: Comparison of the cumulative flow of April 1998, April 
1999, May 2000 and May 2001 SNAs, May to December of their 
respective first year of operation 
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B.5 For a longer term perspective of the flow-on of SNAs to awards, 

Table B.2 shows the number of federal awards which have received 

SNAs resulting from wage case decisions since 1993, as at the end of 

2000 and the end of 2001. The table shows that as at 31 December 2001, 

there were 662 current awards that had been varied for the May 2000 

decision. Of these, 548 had also been varied for the May 2001 decision. A 

further 46 awards had received the May 2000 SNA less than twelve 

months prior to 31 December 2001 and would not, therefore, have been 

eligible for the May 2001 adjustment unless it was by consent and at no 

additional cost. A further 21 awards that did not receive the 2001 SNA 

were involved in the Award Simplification process during 2001. 

B.6 Evidence suggests that the changed timetable for the Safety Net 

Review – Wages 2001–2002 due to other major cases being heard by the 

AIRC may not necessarily obstruct the adjustment of the relevant Safety 

Net Review awards 12 months after the incorporation of the previous 

increase. The earliest adjustments made to these awards for the Safety 

Net Review – Wages 2000–2001 were granted from the first pay period 

to commence on or after 22 May 2001. 
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Table B.2: Number of federal awards varied for SNAs 
As at 31 Dec 2000 As at 31 Dec 2001 Variation Type 

Current 
Awards 

All Awards Current 
Awards 

All Awards 

Varied for first $8 SNA under 
October 1993 and September 
1994 decisions 

581 835 514 838 

Varied for second $8 SNA 
(Award level) from 22 March 
1995 

545 738 480 740 

Varied for third $8 SNA 
(Award level) from 22 March 
1996 

497 629 444 632 

Varied for SNA under April 
1997 decision 642 754 573 764 

Varied for SNA under April 
1998 decision 734 842 655 858 

Varied for SNA under April 
1999 decision 702 754 675 802 

Varied for SNA under May 
2000 decision 611 626 662 750 

Varied for SNA under May 
2001 decision N/A N/A 602 624 

Source: DEWR, Safety Net Adjustment and Paid Rates Awards Database. 
Note: the information presented has been drawn from published Commission 
decisions and does not reflect the impact of orders yet to be published, but relevant to 
the time period covered by the analysis. 

Federal Minimum Wage 

B.7 The Commission established the Federal Minimum Wage (FMW) 

in its April 1997 decision. In doing so, it provided protection for the low 

paid by ensuring that all adult employees (with the exception of trainees, 

apprentices and supported wage recipients) employed under a federal 

award containing the FMW clause could not receive less than the FMW 

rate. The FMW was set at a level equivalent to the C14 classification rate 

of the Metal Industries Award (at that time, $359.40 per week for full-

time adult employees). In the four subsequent Safety Net Review 

decisions, the Commission maintained the FMW and increased its rate in 

line with the increase to the C14 rate, that is, by $14, $12, $15 and $13. 
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B.8 As at 31 December 2001, 94 current awards had been varied for 

the May 2001 FMW of $413.40, representing 15 per cent of the 602 

current awards varied for the May 2001 SNA. As at 31 December 2000, 

109 current awards had been varied for the FMW of $400.40 (18 per cent 

of awards varied for the May 2000 SNA). 

B.9 An industry breakdown of the awards varied for the SNA and the 

FMW resulting from the Commission’s May 2001 decision is provided in 

Table B.3. No discernable change is evident in the industry make-up from 

previous years, with other services accounting for just fewer than 60 per 

cent of current awards varied for FMW and just under 50 per cent of 

awards for the SNA. 

B.10 State minimum award wages exist in the Queensland, New South 

Wales (the Award Review Classification Rate), Western Australia and 

South Australia State jurisdictions. All of these have been consistently 

adjusted in line with increases to the FMW. In Western Australia, 

employees are entitled to a statutory minimum rate of pay whether 

covered by awards or not. The Victorian Minimum Wage Orders provide 

minimum rates of pay for employees in Victorian industry sectors who 

are not covered by federal awards or agreements. These have been 

adjusted in line with Safety Net Review decisions and have therefore 

remained consistent with the FMW. In Queensland, the State award 

minimum wage has been extended to employees not covered by an award 

through amendments made to legislation late last year. 
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Table B.3: Comparison of the incidence of May 2001 FMW and May 
2001 SNA variations by industry sector, as at 31 December 2001 

May 2001 FMW May 2001 SNA Industry 
No of 

current 
awards 
varied 

Percentage 
of all current 

awards 
varied 

No of 
current 
awards 
varied 

Percentage 
of all current 

awards 
varied 

Mining and agriculture 4 4 27 4 
Metals manufacturing 2 2 16 3 
Non-metals manufacturing 17 18 102 17 
Infrastructure services 5 5 114 19 
Other services 54 58 291 48 
Public administration and 
defence 12 13 52 9 

Total 94 100 602 100 
Source: DEWR, Safety Net Adjustment and Paid Rates Awards Database. 
Notes:  
(a) The information presented has been drawn from published Commission decisions 
and does not reflect the impact of orders yet to be published, but relevant to the time 
period covered by the analysis. 
(b) These industry sectors are based on an aggregation of ANZSIC Division 
categories. Awards are coded in the database at the two digit ANZSIC level according 
to the industry in which they primarily operate. The ‘Other Services’ industry consists 
of wholesale and retail trades, education, finance and business services and 
hospitality. 
(c) All percentage figures have been rounded. 

Paid Rates Awards Review progress 

B.11 The review of paid rates awards continues at a slow pace. There 

are 261 awards still current from the 497 originally identified as paid 

rates awards in 19983 and a small number of awards have been set aside 

and superseded but are still in the review process. As at 31 December 

2001, there are 176 awards still under review and a further 13 awards 

have been simplified but have not had their wage rates fully adjusted. 

                                                 
3 A list of 497 paid rates awards was compiled by the Commonwealth and distributed 
to all parties for consultation during the 1998 Paid Rates Review. The modified list 
was handed up to the Full Bench during the review proceedings. Awards are 
identified as paid rates awards by reference to this list. 
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B.12 At 31 December 2001, 69 currently operating paid rates awards 

have been varied for the May 2001 SNA; 18 of these have properly 

adjusted minimum rates and 51 are under review. 

B.13 The size of the residual identified in the conversion process is 

highly variable and the absorption requirement of any SNA will impact 

differently both within and between awards. With the handing down of 

the supplementary decision in the Paid Rates Review by the Full Bench 

on 14 October 1999,4 access to the original pay rate comprising minimum 

rate plus any identified residual was limited to existing employees, while 

employees employed after the date of conversion of the rates in their 

award are paid at the minimum rate and have access to the arbitrated 

SNA. This increases the variability of the impact of SNAs on pay rates 

but will hasten the conversion of former paid rates awards to a true award 

safety net. 

Flow of 2000–2001 decision to State jurisdictions 

B.14 As has occurred in previous years, the wage increases and other 

key elements of the May 2001 decision in the Safety Net Review – 

Wages have flowed on to all State jurisdictions. Also, the AIRC has 

handed down a decision to adjust the Victorian Minimum Wage Orders in 

line with the federal SNA. Details of these decisions are provided below. 

B.15 Consistent with the federal decision, the increases in all State 

awards are to be fully absorbable against above award payments and are 

available only after twelve months had elapsed since the previous 

increase (apart from some specific exceptions made for awards that 

lagged in receiving previous increases). The increases were made 

                                                 
4 Print S0105. 

http://www.osiris.gov.au:443/search97cgi/s97_cgi?action=View&VdkVgwKey=%2Fdata%2Findrel%2Fdata%2Fdecisions%2F99%2FMISC%2D99%2F0%2FIA002920%2Ehtm&DocOffset=9&DocsFound=67&QueryZip=and+%28s0105+or+AW796037%29&Collection=decisions&ViewTemplate=indrel%2Eview&Se
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available by general order in Queensland, Tasmania and Western 

Australia and by application in New South Wales and South Australia. In 

Tasmania, increases were only awarded to private sector award 

employees due to the operation of contiguous State Services Wages 

Arrangements Agreements, the quantum of which exceeds the 

adjustment. The AIRC granted increases in the Victorian Minimum Wage 

Orders by general order approximately 11 months after the 2000 

adjustment was provided. 

Queensland 

B.16 The Queensland Industrial Relations Commission handed down 

its State wage case decision on 1 August 2001. The decision flowed-on 

the federal SNA. The increases were made available by general order 

with an operative date of 1 September 2001, which is twelve months after 

the previous increase. The decision increased the Queensland minimum 

wage to $413.40 per week. 

Tasmania 

B.17 The Tasmanian Industrial Commission handed down its State 

wage case decision on 13 July 2001. The decision flowed-on the federal 

SNA to private sector awards by general order with an operative date of 1 

August 2001, which is twelve months after the previous increase. Public 

sector awards were excluded from the decision due to the operation of 

contiguous State Service Wages Arrangements Agreements, the quantum 

of which exceeds the safety net increases. 

Western Australia 

B.18 The Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission stated 

its intention to give effect to flow-on the federal SNA by general order on 
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15 May 2001. The Commission provided parties with the opportunity to 

submit reasons why it should not take such action. After the parties had 

been heard, the Full Bench handed down its final decision on 25 June 

2001. The decision flowed-on the federal SNA with increases available 

by general order with an operative date of 1 August 2001, which is twelve 

months after the previous increase. The decision increased the minimum 

adult award wage of Western Australia to $413.40. 

New South Wales 

B.19 The New South Wales Industrial Relations Commission handed 

down its State wage case decision on 31 May 2001. The decision flowed-

on the federal SNA. The increases were made available by application on 

an award-by-award basis provided there has been at least a 12 month gap 

since the implementation of last year’s decision. The decision increased 

the Award Review Classification Rate (the New South Wales equivalent 

of the federal minimum wage) to $413.40 per week.  

South Australia 

B.20 The South Australian Industrial Relations Commission handed 

down its State wage case decision on 18 June 2001. The decision flowed-

on the federal SNA. The increases were made available by application on 

an award-by-award basis provided there has been at least a 12 month gap 

since the implementation of last year’s decision. The decision increased 

the minimum adult award wage for South Australia to $413.40 per week. 

Victoria 

B.21 The Australian Industrial Relations Commission handed down its 

decision on 16 August 2001 granting increases in the Victorian Minimum 

Wage Orders in line with the federal SNAs. The increases were made 
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available by general order with an operative date of 16 August, just over 

eleven months after the previous increase. The Full Bench decided that 

there was justification for a ‘special case’ under the wage fixing 

principles and therefore allowed some relief from the required twelve 

month interval between SNAs. 
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WAGES GROWTH 
Senior Management 

(d)  WCI 
(a) 

AWOTE 
(b) 

Real 
AWOTE 

(c) BS TR 

Current Federal 
Agreements 

(e) 

AENA 
(f) 

 (per cent change on a year earlier) 
Dec-01 3.4 5.9 2.6 5.0 4.9 nya nya 
Sep-01 3.6 5.1 2.5 4.7 4.8 3.7 4.5 
Jun-01 3.7 5.3 -0.7 4.5 4.4 3.7 4.5 
Mar-01 3.7 4.6 -1.3 4.8 4.7 3.6 4.1 
Dec-00 3.4 5.1 -0.6 4.8 4.9 3.6 3.4 
Sep-00 3.1 6.1 0.1 4.6 4.9 3.6 2.8 
Jun-00 2.8 4.3 1.0 4.5 4.8 3.5 2.8 
Mar-00 2.8 4.1 1.2 4.6 5.0 3.6 3.0 
Dec-99 3.0 3.0 1.1 4.6 5.2 3.6 3.4 
Sep-99 3.0 2.1 0.4 4.7 5.1 3.7 3.7 
Jun-99 3.2 3.4 2.3 4.7 5.1 3.8 3.8 
Mar-99 3.0 3.1 1.8 4.7 4.9 3.9 4.1 
Dec-98 3.1 4.2 2.6 4.8 4.8 4.0 3.9 
Sep-98 3.3 4.1 2.7 5.0 4.9 4.0 3.4 
Jun-98 na 4.4 3.8 5.7 5.6 4.0 2.9 
Source: ABS Cat Nos 6345.0, 6302.0, 6401.0 and 5206.0, Mercer Cullen Egan Dell, 
Quarterly Salary Review, DEWR’s Workplace Agreements Database. 
Notes: na – data not available; nya – data not yet available. 
(a) Wage Cost Index series. 
(b) Average Weekly Ordinary Time Earnings for full-time adult employees. 
(c) Using the headline CPI as the price deflator and seasonally adjusted AWOTE data. 
(d) Compiled from Mercer Cullen Egan Dell’s Quarterly Salary Review.  Senior 
management is a broad category encompassing chief executives, managers, company 
secretaries and other executives. 
BS – Base Salary; TR – Total Remuneration. 
(e) These AAWIs are calculated from all federal wage agreements current on the last 
day of each quarter. Each agreement is weighted according to employee coverage 
producing an AAWI per employee. 
(f) Trend Average Earnings on a National Accounts basis. 
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The n1inimum wagt: and tctnagt cmploymmt: evidenC"e fN)m. time .seriu. 
(Statistical Data Included) NICOLAS WILUAMS; JEFFREY A. MILLS. 

Fvll Text: COPYRIGHT2001 Routledge 

This study reconsiders tJ1e e\•idence from tim~series data concerning the rela1lonship between the 
minimum wage and teenage cmploymc:nt rates. The results s-uggest chat the previous literature 
faile<lto adequately address issues of stationarity, dynamic speoifleation and cndogencity. The 
dt~ta a.re rea."''alysed in light of recent dcvclo;-mcnts. in timc·S¢Iies mt·thods and evidence is: found 
of~ negMl\•e relarjonshjp between rhe minimurn wage and teeMge anploymeot The results are 
robust aeross variations in the sample period, the eontrol variables. and the measuxe of the 
minimum wege. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Jnvc:stig,o:~tions of the imp3ct ofthemioimwn wage on tc:cnagc cmpi<Jynlt:llt using national 
time-series data have a long and influential history. As Catd and Ktueger ( 1995, p. 118) state: 
'The main evidence usually cited to suppott the claim of adverse employment effeel$ of the 
minimwn wage is based on time·series anal)•sis.' There are two main reasons tOr lhis. Firsr, 
increases in the minimum wage ma)' cal.lSc ~:mplo)'11lCnt shifts betweeA geo~raphical regions or 
be1ween covered and unc:o\'ered soc:ton without any yeduction in total eolployment. 1'bis problem 
is avoided with the usc of aggrcgal< data. Seeond, since the ...Uninuun wage is le~slatively 
derermincd. variation in the minimum wage measUJe tn\IS( come from pctiodic increases in the 

.federal or state minimums. Prior to tho 1980s tew stateS had minimums above tile federal level, 
and state-level dala wue searee. Researchers natwally tumed to time series data. 

Recently, time-series onalyses secking to mea$ure the impact of the ntinimum wage have fallen 
o\lt of ftwour. The increasing avaiJablliry of indivldual, fitm, indusuy and state level data sets bas 
allowed research""' to approach this issue from new directions and to ask now questions.(!) ln 
addition, as demonsrrated by Card and Krneger (1995), the results from tinte-series anulyscs seem 
to have been gelling weakec as mo~ years of data becom~: available. They critically examine the 
l!letllodolo8Y of the tiM!-.wies appMaeh and question whetbtr it JlMVides lhe best means of 
estimating the impac~ of the minimum wage on teenage employment. 

This study r<:eonsiders this isstte, l)sing the data of Card and Krneger, a time-series analysis is 
conducted to determine if thete is a sroble relarionship between the federal nlinimum wage and 
cccnage employment. Th~ st.arting point is to totog:niz.e that the previous time·seties literature 
failed to addll:ss tbre~ important specification issues: lhe station~U"lty of the variables; the d~-nic 
specification; and the potential endogeneity of some of the variables. The data arc then rcanal}'S'ed 
in light of recent developments in timc·scrics methods. paying c:.areful attention to the need r.o 
investigate ~d tt'pOrt a variety of dynamje specifications. Evidence from a.uto~g.ressions suggcs1s 
that. whlle not ru:eess&rily permanent. there. is considerable persistence in the tmpact of the 
mil\imum wage on teenage employment. Dynamic regression models: provide further evidence: of 
a significant negative effect of the minimwn wage on teenage employment. This rcsuh holds .for 
several different measures of the miuimum wage. We conc:lude thar cbe eslimated etfecr of the 
minimum wage lies within a 3-5% range, and hence has a significant negative en·ect on the
employment of yo\lng workers. 

1Jil)ll(l2 11:22 
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The next s~tion briefly reviews rhe time-series Jiterature on the minimwn wase and also 
highlights ~~• cciticisms ofCa~d audKrueger.ln Section Ill the instability ofthc estimates when 
the standard specification in the literature is used is demonstrated, stationarity is tested for, and 
some additional spedfication issues are discussed. Section JV provides evidence from vector 
autoregressions (V ARs). Section V pre-sents results from regression analyses that take into 
account the time-sories nature of the dato and flddr.esses the dynamic specification of the model. A 
s'UmmaJ)' and conclusions are- giv<:n in Section VI. 

II. THE PREVIOUS UT~TURE 

Until recently, if you asked an economist about 1he magnitude of the disemploymenl effect of the 
minimum wage, ~e ot she almosr invariably cited results either from r.he dme-.series research of 
llrown et al. (1983) od'rom Wellington's (1991) extension. These papers, amoll$ maJ>y others, 
spr:-eified 11 relatively $imple time· series relationship 'bet\\reen teenage employment and the 
minirmun wage; 

(I) (£.sub.t] ~ [(Beta).sub.I](MW.sub.t] + (X.sub.t]((Beta].sub.2] + (e.sub.tj 

(2) (e.sub.t] = (Rho](e.sub.t-1) ~ [u.sub.t), [u.sub.l]- N(O, [[Sigma).sup.2)) · 

where [E.sub.t) is ~tc teenage employment rate at dale t, [MW.sub.t] is a me..,ure of the minimum 
wage, and [X.sub.t) are control vatiables including a constall!, time trends and seasonol dummies. 
To correct for serial correlation, the error term was modelled as an AR( l) ptote$8, and since 
Solon (19&S) the model ·was augmented to include the interaction of the time trends with the 
seasonal dummies. 

In dteir influential book, Card and KruCFI (1995) ¢>:.pms scepti~ism that tinv.:>serie.s data and 
t":(JU31ions· like (I) can estimate the e-mplo)'m:~t elasticity with respect to the minimum \vage. They 
argue. that th~ ace nwnerous methodological problems ;n estimating the reduc-ed fonn in 
Eq .. tion l. As with most reduced fonn specificati<>ns, the choice of COlltrol variables is often 

· unclear and considerable sp~.ifi""t.ion ch~king is Rquitcd tv ensure robustne~. There is a1so 
considerable ambiguity about how the minimum wage should be measured. Most previous 
research has used the Kail2. index, which is essentially a relative "'*i• (see Card and Knleger, 
1995, pp. 179-80 and below), while some research has used a real minimum wage rate. The 
choice of tl1e minimum wage measure has implicatiOllS for which othet wage measures and 
controls rnust be included in Equation 1 to obtain consistent results. Card and Krueger are a:lso 
concerned about the potential Olldogeneity of the minimum wage m~ure and some of the 
conttols, especially •upply side variable• tike the scbool enrolment rate. ~fhese are serious 
concerns chat we discuss further below. 

Second, Card and Ktueger ( 1995, p. l S) observe that, 'lhe historical time-series relationship 
between minimutn wages and teenage cmptoymen1 has become much weaker. lfwe use more 
recent data to estimate the same mode13 that found negative effects of the minimum wage in the 
past, we no longer find statistically reliable e-.·idence that the minimum wage teduces 
employment.' This is apparent from a sequential reading of the minimw.n wage tjme-Jeries 
resear<:h. Brown etal. (1982), synthesizing results from the numerous studies that used data 
dttough the early 19703, conclude thal a lOo/o in<:rease in the mini4ltlm wag¢ lo"":erS tceoagc 
employment by between l% and 3%. Brownet al. (1983) extellded the data through 1979 and 
conclude that a J Oo/0 increase ln. the minimwn wag.e lowers teenage employment by 1%. 
Wellington (1991) ~xtended Brown<t ol.'s data through 1986and concJudos thata 10% increase 
in the m;n;mum wage lower< tecMge employment by only 0.6%. When Card und Kruo~<r (1995) 
.:xtm4<::cl W.::lll•·)olou'4 dntofll tlu·oush l~?:l thc:;.y f"i1 t<:l> find'* •il;V'ific-.:o.nt "'"'"'"'"''"hip ,.._lwll4"11. d.a 
minimum wage and ttc.nag¢ tmployment. 

I llOt/02 II :2::2 
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Card and Kllleger have raised valid concerns about the existing time series results. However~ their 
~onclusion (p. 20S) tJntt time·series metbDds do not provide the best means of estimating the 
employment effec;ts of minimom·wage increases may not beju.stifit:d. Jn particular, the time-series 
methods used in all of the p"'vious literatUre is rud imentary. 

lll. SPECIFICATION ISSUES 

This section discusses some specification issues ei:ther overlooked or Wldercmphasized by 
previous time-series an~lyses, a:nd suggeslS how modem time-series methods c:an be used to more 
fully understand <he relationship between the minimum w~~ge and tetn:q;e employment. AS a 
framework for this discussion first results are pres~nted ftom standard rcgressioru of Equations I 
and 2 over ever lengthening time periods. The data were graoioliSiy provided by Cord and 
Ksueger, and tbe sample oovers the period 1954:1 to 1993:4.(2) 

Following tht previous literature, the minimum wage is measured using the K.aifz indeK Md lhe 
adult male unemployment rate. Che tlac1ion of teenagers aged 16·17, the fraction of teenagers in 
the armed forces, the population share of teenagers, a linear and quadratic time nend, three 
seasonal dummies and the intQtaction of Che lime trends and the seasonal dwnmies (Brown e1 ol ., 
1933; Wellington, 1991; Card and Krueger, 1995) are included. See Appendix Table AI for 
variable definitions and sampJe means. 

The Kaitz index is defined as: 

(3) {MATHEMATICAl EXPRESSION NOT REPROPIJC!BlE IN ASCII) 

wbere [W.sub.l] is the nominal minimum wage at timet, (Asub.itJ is the average hourly .. mings 
in indus<ry i at t, (E.sub.it) is teenage employment (not the teenage-employment ratio), and 
(C.sub.it) is the coverage of the rninin>um wage in. industry i.()) 

In Table 1, estimates of E<\IIOtion 1 ue presented that use quarterly dara with ever len¢\euing 
sample periods.(4) Brown et al. (1983) used data through 1979, Wellington (1991) used data 
tl~tough 1986, md Card and Krueger used data through 1993. Column l conWns the coetlicients 
and standard errors f~r the minimum wage variable when Equation 1 is eslitnated using OLS. 
columns 2 and J contain estimalcs when the AR(l) enol ptoces:; given in F.quation 2 is adopted 
and when the Beach· MacKinnon mill<imllm likelihood pcocedure is used, columns 4 and S contain 
estimates of the AR(l) error specification using the Coeluanb-Orcuu procedure.(S) 

(TABULAR DATA I NOT REPRODUCIBLE IN ASCII] ' •.· 

Th.; OLS c:stimatt;s in T<lble 1 sugge~1 that tbedisernploymenteffect of the minimum wage 
declines dramati~Jiy as additional yea.:s of data are added. The OlS estimates in column 1 that. 
use data up to 1974 imply ~uua 10% increase in the minimum wage decreases teen"tle 
employment by 1.14%, .. but estimates using data up to 1990 imply a similar it:~.crease iJ1 the 
minimum wage would lead to a 0.44% inerease in teenage employment. Correcting for AR(l) 
errors. the Bea.ch·MacKiiU\On estimates in col~ 2 show a les.s pronounced pattern; the effect of 
a 10% increase in the minimum wage leads to a O.Slo/o de<:rease in teenage employment v,;th data 
up 10 1974. wbieb dtops to a 0.68% docrease when data up to 1990 are included. Hov..-everp as 
additional years of data are added the estimated AR(I) coefficient, [Rho J, approaches one, 
increasing from O.S6to 0.93, and ils standard e!TOr falls, suggesting tbe possibility of a unit root in 
the enor tenn. The Cochr~Oreutt e.stimates ramain stable and sta.tisticelly signifi~nt at or near 
the S% lev<!, indicating llw teenoge omployment <lrops by around 0.9% when the minimum wage 
b itto~"ecl by 10%. A12 whh the B~u~~"iM.;.Kinnon ~l>tifrut.tcj huv.>evor, dull An-(1) cooffieil)nt i~ 

close to unity suggestifiS the pteset~.ce of a unit root in the error. 

\ 1Klli0111:2! 
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These estintates exhibit several ~thor disturbing features. First, ifEquadon l is properly Sp<cificd, 
the OLS. Beach-MacKinnon and Cocllrane-Orcu!t specifications should •ll produce consistent 
estimates. Their dtarnatic difference suggests sp~ific:ation error. Second> as additional ye-ars of 
data are added the OLS standard errors rise and significance falls. A sin>ihu pattern holds for the 
Beach-MacKinnon AR(l) estimates. Third, Breusclt-Godfrey LM tests for Island 4th order serial 
correlation in the residuals (which for the sake of brevity are not reponed) "'e significant at lbe 
I% level for all specilications (evon aftor suppoocdly 'correcting for' I Sl order serial correlation), 
providing a dear indication that these models are <l)'llamically miS.!pecitied. 

A.n explanation is offered for these results based on recent advances in knowledge regarding lhe 
properties of time scrics.{6) Sp«;ifically, the first step in any time-seri~ examination must be to 
~onsider the stationarity ofdle variables. Fai1w-e ro ensure stationarity may re-s\llt in biased 
es1imation and faulty inference. After this d_iscussion, we examine the dynamic ~cification 
implied by Equations l and 2 and "'gue that it is too reslrictive to accUl'lltcly model the teenage 
employment and minimum wag~ relAtionship. 

Stationarity 

Seminal work by Clrnnger and Newbold (1974) and Phillips (1986), and subsequent research on; 
eoiutegration. give: rc:ason Co seriously question empirical evidence based on regression analysis of 
tirne:-$erics data if any of the variables in the regression are nl)nstationary. Thttefore. the first step 
in attempting to explain the results in Table I should be to examine the stationarity of tho series. 
This issue hils been widely overlooked in the existing minimum wage li"'rature.(7) 

Ende" (I 995) provides a convenient framework for the discussion by outlining the following follr 
possibilities. Let {y.sub.t) indU:ate the dependent variable time series and [x.sub.l) ~present a 
vector time series of independent variables.(8) If both (y.sub.t] and (x.sub.t) are stationary, then 
OLS regressions like Eq~.~ation I will yield consistent estimates. If (y.sub.t] and (x.sub.t]are 
integrated of different orders, then OLS estimates based on Equation I are mOiltlingless. The error 
term from such an:grcssion is nonstationaty, aod the OLS coe:f:ficient wiU approach zero 

· asymptotically. Jfboth [y.sub.t) and [x.sub.t] are nonswionOlY. integrAted of the samo order and 
the-residuals from the regn:ssion are also integrated of the same order then the regression results 
ore moaning!oss and high)J misleading. This is the spurious regression problem studied by 
Gronger and Newbold (1974) and explained by Phillips (1936). Finolly, if (y.sub.t] and [x.sub.t) 
are nonstationa:ry, integrated ofthe seme otd<r, anc! the residuals""' stationary then (y.sub.t] and 
(x.sub.t) are cointcgrntcd (and the regression in Equation 1 estimates the eointegration 
relatior.sbip). 

' '·· 
The second possibility. where the variables m intf:;grated of diffctent orders provides a possible 
explanation for the puzzling results iD Table r. As more years of data are added. the time-series 
relationship between teenage employment and the Koitz index diminishes in absolute value and 
becomes less significant, and the·estimate of [Rho) approaches unity, indicaJing that the ~rror 
process contains a unit root, This suggests that the teenage emp)o)menl rate and the Kaitz index 
series may be inte~rated of diffc:enl orders. 

Figure I contains the time plot oflbe teenage employment rate. While highly seasonal, it appears 
stationary as it rends to flu&uate around a constant mean (0.43) wilh a ooust~t "·ariance. Figure 2 
contains the time p1ot of the Kaitz index., the nominal minimum wage, and the cover ace rate of the 
minimWD, and appendix Table A2lists the dates and sizes of the iocJ:<ases in the nominal 
minimum wage. The Kaitz index increased significantly over th~ .sample period, snd its variability 
also appears w have increased. As revealed by the plots of the nominal minimum and the 
co;o-=nogq r(\t•~ thU, po.ttwn oc:un.e- bo 1h ~fl. rbln.g Qq1r.inal ~.uin.h:nuzn 'Waso o.nd ;~n;a,.,.,• i&\ 
cov~ge. with the coverage rate appearing to be m(lte important early in the sa.mple.(9} 

11101102 J1:l2 
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[Figlll'es 1-21LLUSTRATIONS OMITTED) 

The stationarity of the series is tested ~sing the A"ll!Jlented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test suggested by 
Dickey md Fuller (1979. 1981) both with and without a linear detcnninistic trend, and the 
Phillips-Penon (PP) test (1988). Both tests are based on a null hypothesis of a unit root 
(nonstationarity) and we use the form oftbe tests RO:Otnmended by Hamilton (I 994). Resulrs are 
reported when the lag length is chosen at<Ordin~ to the !!IC model selection criterion.(IO) 1be 
results in the first two rows of Table 2 provide strong evidence that the teenage Olnployment rute 
E is 1(0) and the Kaitz index (YK) is 1(1) using the Dickey-Fuller eritieol values.( II) As a further 
¢heck. we exnmin:d the sample a.utoconelation function and v&rianc~ for both variable$ iA 
los-differences. This evidence confirms the r~ult$ of1he unit root tests. 

(TABULAR DATA 2 NOT REi>RODUCIBLlllN ASCll) 

There is also the possibility that YK moy 1>: ttend •tstiooary, i.e. when YK is dettended usins a 
quadratic trt:nd \vt obtain an 1(0) variable. However, since the nominal minimum wage is only 
changed sporadically it is unlikely that a deterministic ttend is a more appropriate model than a 
stochastic trend. Therefore, since this study is GC>ncemed only wiih whether or not the real 
minimum wage rate variable is nonstalionary (tmd not with the nalUre of the. nonscationaricy ifi\ 
is), not m\lUl emphasis will 1>: put on this finding, especially sinoe these tests often have low 
power when comparing trend vs. difference sration.arity. 

In the remaining rows of Table r the stationarity of the other variables in the analyses is 
l<stod.( 12) The proponion of teenage,; enrolled in school (J::NP). and the average hourly wage in 
manllfaoturing (WMANR) both contain a unit root. The tests suggest that the adult male 
unemployment rate (UPR) and the .!tate of teenagers aged 16-17 ate likely trend .wionary, and 
do not cont-ain u.nit roots. While the tests indicate that the share ofteenotgers in the armed forces 
(AfP) contain a unit root, ~xamination of its tim~ plot and sample autaeonelation fu.oetion 
susgests this series is best modelled by detrending. The populatio~ share of teenagers (POP) and 
youns adults (POI>A). appear co contain a unit root. but after exomining their time plots it is 

. . apparent that these scric,s very lik~:ly rollow a quadratic time tmld. finally. the testi f()r the adult 
male employment t3te (EMP AM) are mixed, though it is believed that this series is likely to be 
ttend station"~}'. All ofthe analysis below has been repeated after differencing E\I!PAM, and 
similar results obtained. 

Since the dependent variable, E. is stationary, it C8JU10t be cointegrat•d with any other variable, 
which implies that there is oo long run relationship between E and either YK or MINR. For the 
sake of completeness however. cointegration be[Ween the variables that\ver~ integrated of order 
one were cheeked for. Engle ond Granger (1981) showed that two or more series ate cointegrated 
if a linear combination of the nonstatiooary series result> in a stationary series. Using the Johansen 
(1988) cointegration test, as well as the llnglc-Gtanger (1987) and the Phillips-Ouliaris (1990) 
tests, no evidence could be found of ocintegration between YK. WMANR and ENP, or between 
MINR, COVER, WMANR and ENP.(I :l) 

In sum) there· is considerable evidence that while: the: toc:nage t:mploym¢llt mte is station&-y1 the 
Kaitz index is nonstiltionary ond most likely contains a llnit roo~ This resultpalti.Uy confirms the 
sup[>Osition that the declining effect of the minimum wage dcmonsrra1ed in Table I can be 
explained by (y.st1b.t( and (<.sub.t] being integrated of diiferent orders, and calls intO question the 
previous time-secies results based on Equation 1 that have ig,no~d t~ timo-sc:rics propc::rtics of the 
series. Many ortht: independent >~ariabJes used whett E£t..:aation 1 is estimated are also · 
nonstationary. Therefore. estimation of Equation 1 in levels will not produce a consis(ent estimate 
of the employment elasticity with rc.:.~p.eet. to !hG mtnlmum wag,G. Given 1hi~ (;nn<:lu.."'i''" it is not 
surprising that previous tjme-stries STUdies have produced a wide range of cstim4tcs, nor that the 
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<:mployment e.Jasticily with respecr to the minimum wage appears to ha\.'C declined. 

It can be further concluded from these ~suits that s.ince tho teenage employment rare and the 
Kaitz index are integrated of different orders, they cannot be cointegrated. Indeed, since the 
teenage employment rate is 1(0), there ore no other variables that permanendy affect it:; long-rwt 
level This is intuitively pleasing since one would not expect increases in the J(aitz index (which 
ate caused by increases in U1e nominal minimum wage) lo permanently affect teenage 
emplo}'Incnt. On the contrary. one would ex poet the effect of such an increase to evenrually 
dampen due to economic growth and inflation. 

Additional spe<:ificntion iss,ue.s 

Two main specifi-cation issues still need to be addr~ssed. The-first is how the dynamic relationship 
b<!tween reenage employtnent, th-e minimum wage and the control variables should be modelled, 
and whether Equations I and 2 ate consistent witlt the desired d)'nllmic Speciliclllion. Sialic labour 
dellWld models lead to estimatinl: Equation I wilbout any control for serial correlation.(l4) More 
realistically, the employment-minimum wage relationship is probably dynamic. Hamennesh 
(I 993) presents several dynan>ic models whiclt reveal how iabour demand will ,..pond to shocks 
in factoc priceS;, ~ueb sas an inercMse in the minimum wage. This n:.spons-; will depend upoo the: 
sti'IICiltR> of adjustment costs and employer forecasts of the path of these sh~ks. Empirically, 
these dynamic labour demand models suggest \he need for a specification !hat includes Jags of 
employment, as well a. current and t.gged values of the controls.(IS) Alternatively, since cltanges 
in the minimum wage and its coverage are statutol'}'. employers likely know when a minimum 
wage increase is due to be enacted, and may take steps to adjuit their en'lployee pool before the 
new higher minimum takes effewct 

While Equation I is inherently sialic, when combined with Eq<lation 2 it does imply a dynamic 
process ... albeit a rclativcJy sjmple and restrictive one. Substituting Equation 2 into Equation 1 
gives: 

(4) [E.sub,t] = [Rllo][E:.sub.t-1] ,_ [[Bera].,ub.l][MW.sub.r)- ([Beta].sabJ ][Rho][MW.sub.t-1)] + 
-[Beta][X.sub.ll- [RhoJ[Beta](Xsub,t-1] + [u-sub.t] 

While this specification could be generated by dynamic labour demand models, !here seems to be 
little justification for concentrating on such a restrictive model, as additional lags of(E.sub.t] and 
[MW.sub.t) may be empirically important. While several other studies(\6) have estimated 
somewhat more general specifications than Equation 4, a.s yet there has not been a thorough 
invostigation of this isnre. None ofth~ previous ~m~dies ltave first chocked for srationari()'. 
Further, given the results of the preceding section, the quasiditference in Equation 4 would likely 
underdifferenoe the minimum wage measure and some of the oontrols, and overditference the 
remainder oftlte controls.( I?) Laslly, there is little or no theoretical basi• for the nonlinear 
rcsttietions in Equation 4. 

The second specification isiue conce."J\$ the potential endo&eneity of the rninitnum wage and 
controls. One mig)tt, for example. expeclthat legislators would be most willing ro raise the 
minimum wage when lhe economy is strong, overall unemployment is tow, and teenage 
employment is relatively big)t. Neumark and Waseher(l992, 1995) and Cardet al. (1994) have 
expressed concern lhat te•Mge employment and school enrolmeot might be simollaneously 
determined. Failure to accollitt for these and }101tntially other simultaneous relationships will lead 
to bi""'d estimates in a single eqwttion like Equation 4 and suggesl> the n.,.d for either an 
ins.trwnental procedure or system estimation. 

IV. £VlDENCB l'f'-OM V£CTOI\ 1\.UTOI\EORESStONS 
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The problems with tht~ specification adopted in the previous literature suggest that we should 
es&imatc a simultaneous equations rnodel with a more gene:ral autoregressive specificati~n to 

capture the effects of endoeeneity, simultaneity, and dynamics (including the possibility of unit 
roots, ete.). '£vidence frorn such a model c.an be obtained by considering an ·a,hooretical' lime 
series vector autoregression (If AR}, as suggested by Sims (1980}. Tn p>rtieular, the main 
mOii•ation for development of the V AR methodology was an unwillingness to impose arbitraey 
resuictions on the lag specification, and w allow tor endogeneity of the variables .,d henoe 
feedback in the system. 

A VAR is a simultaneous S)'Stem of dynamic equations representing the relationship betmen 
[E.sub.t], [MW.sub.t), and a vector of other covariotes [X.sub.t). If we let ()".sub.t) = [(E.sub.t], 
(MW.sub.t), (X.sub.t)) then the V AR S)'Slem can 1>e wrihen as 

(S) (y.sub.t] = c + [(Phi].sub.JJ[y.sub.t-1]) + [(Phi].sub.2] [y.sub.t·2]] ... + [[Phi].sub.pJ 
[y.sub.t-p]] + (e.sub.t] 

Equal ion S is !he V AR representation of a dynamic struCIIIl'81 system and can be vie" .. d as the 
reduced tbnn of such • system (and hence allows f<Jr contemporaneous effects of.the va:riables: 
upon one another).( IS) In this Cil$e,this means that there will bi> separate equations for (E.sub.t], 
[MW.sub.t], and eac~ of the controls. Each ofthe.oo equations will contain p'lags of all ofthe 
variables in the syscem. 

Interpreting V ARs con be difficult given the number of coefficients being estimated and the 
potential ~ontcmporancous correlation of the eiTOrs ac:ross equations. The· results arc discussed in 
three ways. First, f·tests are presented for exogeneity (i.e. Gnnger causality) between teenage 
employment ond the minimum wage. Roughly speaking, seties x is said to Granger-cause series y 
if movements in x help to predic.t movements in y. "This allows one lo r~t whedter there is 61lf 
statistically significant relationship between ce.nag~ employment and the minimum wage. The 
next step is to assess the quantitative importance of chang~ in tho minimum wage. This is done 
by first looking at variance decompositions of the ...Umated V AR m<>dels. and then by assessing 
the impact of a I 00/o increase in $c minimum wage on teenage employment using impWsc 

·response functions. 

Since all the equations in Equation 5 have the same variables on the RHS, estimation by OI..S is 
efficient. However, since the elements of th~: error vector [e.sub.t], arc contemporaneously 
eone1ated, to cal<:ulate the variance compon.en1s an-d dynamic multiplit'rs it is necessary to 
ol1hogonalizelhese errors. l.et E((e.sub.t][e'.sub.t]) =(Omega), a positive definite symmetric 
matri<. One can defioe ADA'= [Omega], whoreD is a diagonal matrix and A is lower !rU>ngular, 
and then let (u.sub.t], • [Ae.sub.t), which implie$ that the elements of[u!suh,t) are 
contemporaneousJy uncorrelated. 

One can then decompose the total variation in a tuwre value ofy, say (y.sub.t+s], by considering 
the MSE: of the es:timare (y.sub.t+s]. Ass {right arrow] [infinity] fora covariance s:tationaey V AR, 
the MSE [y.sub.t+s) approaches the unconditional variance of [y.sub.t]. Hen<>e this variance 
decomposition allows one to determine the proportion of the v;uiation {ysub.t+sJ due 11> the 
disturbance [u.sub.it]. In addition, substituting (e.sub.t) = (A.sup.·l) [u.sub.t], into Equation 5 
allows one to simulale the eO'eet of a unit change ill an clement of[u.sub.t), on [y.sub.t). The 
simulated values for [y.sub.t), obrained by this proc .. s are estin>ates of the dynamic multipliers 
for the effect of a one·lime exogenous chan~e in one vAriable on the time path of another variable. 
These are known as the (onhogonalized} impulse response function (!F.F).(I9) 

The main drawback of this appwach is !hat since the matrix A is lowerlriansulat, tho ordering of 
the va.-iebles io tht. S)>$tem irnpos$$ a ~1.1C$iVO 3\r'l:tG\We on the: oontcmp..:~r4neous eorralatiOI' in 
{e.sob.t), Therefore, it is important to investigate the sensitivitY ofthei<lSUIIs obtained to Ibis 
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·ordering', panicularly tf there appears to be confemporaneous correlation among th.e estimates of 
(e.sub.t). Below we investiga1e the sensitivity of our results to !he ord<:ring of the variables in the 
VAR. 

Because the evidence indjeates that the teenage cmploymeot rate (E) do~ not contain a unit root, 
it was chosen to eonccntrah: on specifications which use E un.transfonncd as the dependent 
variable, and the mixed set of transformations of the tight-hand side variables •s indicated by the 
~lts in Sec{ion m. Similar results were obtained when all of the variables were differenced. 
V AR systems \\'ere aJso estimated v.ithouc differ4)neing the variables. since sufficient lags arc 
theoretically capable of capturing the integrated narure of the variables so that che en-or term wilJ 
be stationary. The V AR systems with nonstationary variables did not pcovide mble results, 
though they were qualitatively similar. 

Results are reported from two specifications. The first controls for the Jog of the adult male 
unemployment rate (UPR.), the share ofteenagus a,ged 16-1 7 (SY), and thc 1og of the population 
share of teenagers (POP). This matches the ' basic' specification of Wellington (1991), except that 
it excludes d>e fraction of those aged 16-19 ill the armed fortes (AFP) bocause it was never 
statistically significant in our D)odels. The second s.pec-ification adds the adult 1nale employment 
rate (EMPAM), and the reo! wage in manufuCIUring (WMANR.) to the basic spe<ification, as 
succested by Card and Krue~er (I 99$). These specifications were chosen both by rheory, and the 
fact that the A!C and SIC model selection criteria consistently chose these variables to include in 
the equations. UPR and S Y were the only controls tho1 were statistically significant across most 
specifications. Though POP WllS not statistically significant in most spcc:ifi~ation.s, there are 
theoretical reasons to believe it is important and in some speeifications its inclusion did lead to a 
stronger effect of the minimum wage on teen employment.(20) Sea30nal dummies were included 
in aU sp..:ifications due to the stron.g seasonal component exhibited in teenage employment.(21) 

Previous res~h has stressed the importance of the inclusion or exclusion of the controls when 
estimating the effect of the tn inimum wagt (see Brown e<al., I 983; Wellington, 1991; and Card 
and Krueger, 1995). While it is believed thotsome Qfthe variation in the results obtained was 
probably due to the inclusion of nO/'lSlatioo.ary variables and the rr:.stri~tiv~ dynamics. many 
·aifferent sets of the controls to check for robustness were experimented. In porti<ular, all of the 
variations sucgosted by WellingtOn were estimated. and in all eases obtained similar resubs. This 
was true regardless of whether a teenage enrolment variable was included in the models. 

Rather than tal<e a strong stand on the numberol'lags to include in the VARs, below Granger 
c;au..saJit)• tests and varlancc decompositions that use 4, 6, and Slags are reported. The AIC and 
BJC mo4e1 selection criteria were also examined. The AlC model sel~ction criterjon led to a Jag 
length choice of S or 6, whereas the S.hworz BIC t.)'pically selected I or l! Jag<. Since the BIC ha.; 
a tendency to undetparamet¢ri:tc and the omitted variables bias consequence from 
underparameterizing is wors.e chan the reduced efficiency from overparametriz.ing. it is thought 
that 6 lags best fit the dats.(22) For parsimony in reporting the impulse response functions, only 
results that use 61ags arc tcportcd. However, to ensoure the robustness of Lhe n:sults.numcrous 
•pecifications that varied the lag length, the orderings, and the controls IIJe estimated (but not 
reported). Very similar results were obtained for all cases, althougjt the shorler Jag length models 
failed to capture the seasoMiity inherent in teen etnployment. Many oftheso re.ults ace available 
in Williams and Mills (1995). 

Table 3 contains r-tests for exogetteity (i.e. OrUlg~ causoJ.ity) between te-enage employment and 
the Kaitz index for our rwo highlighted specifications. The ooeflieients on the Kaitz index 
variables BJ"e jointly signifie;\Ut at the So/o level in the teenage e.mplo~t equations of both 
systems, suggescing that there is a statistically sisn.i:ficant d)ll'Wnie correlation between these
vNi~:tblv ::J. Thi::. w!:fuH lwt~ •~ro~~ tb~ twv ts..,-~ of,.:o ntrt;))3 a.ml dirtonm.t lu.5 l-.:d5,lh&. W<;:uk~ 
evidence is found that lacced v•lues ofteenage employment affect the Kaitz index. This feedbock 
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effect con be explained by both policy fetdbeck tho! might suggest cumnt t«nase employment 
rates ate an important consideration whert fonnulating future minimum wage policy, and by 
employers responding to legislatod changes in the. minimwn wage before the change is actually 
implemented. Of the other ''atiablcs included in th~ "basic' VAR specification, only Uf'R was 
sisnificant at the 5% level. In the extended model 0\1&8<>1ed by Card and Krueger, both EMJ>AM 
and WMAN!t were significant at the 10% level, but had no impact on the morginal significance of 
the minimum wa$e. In sum, these estimates allow on¢ to reject the hypothc:sis chat changes in the 
minimum Wi!ge ha.;,•e tiO e(J'«t on t~enage employment. 

fT ABULAR DATA 3 NOT REPRODUCIBLE IN ASCUJ 

The next step is to assess the quantitative importan-ce of c.hanges: in the minimum 'vage. This is 
done by first looking at variaoee doc:ompositions of the estimated VAR model•, and rl1cn by 
a~~~:ssin~; dtt jolp&et of tl l 0% increase in th~ minimum wage on teenage .employment u. .. ing 
impulse response functions. As diSC\ISSed Above. both of the-se may be sensitive to ilie ordering of 
the variables in the system. Two methods are usee! 10 determine the ordering,> used in the veriance 
decompositions and the impulse response functions. First. it is conventional to place· forcing 
variables, bere Che minimum wage, early in 1be ordering. Secan.d, examination of the oovariancc 
rnatri.x of the tesiduals iPdicatcd that thcce is significant conte.mpor&neo~ oom:lation O[Rho]J (is 
g>-eater than] 0.2) between the residlUls !or the poin of variables (E,UPR), (YK,POP), (SY,POP) 
and (UPR.SY), so the ordering of these variables relative to one another could be important 
Therefore we reparltheotderings (YK, E, OPR. Sl', POP) and (POP, SY, UI'R, E, YK) for the 
basiespecitication, and {YK, E, UPR, SY, POP, EMPAM, WMANR) and (EMPAM, WMANR, 
POP, SY. UPR, E. YK) fortheext<:nckd spoc:ifioation. These orderings yielded results thai were 
rq>resc:ntativc of the nu.meroU$ other ordering$ we also estimated. 

'fhe variance decompositions are pt~sented in Table 4. Th.:-minim•lm w3ge explains be:to.:~n 
around 3% to L2% of the t01al variation in h:er.agc -employme-nt, with most models soggesting that 
n\ovemer.ts in the minimwn vnge explain approxhnately 7 to l 0% ofehe varjation in teenage 
en1ployment (the. f'.reatc.st proportion ofth~ variation in tl:etl&ge employment bc:ing explained by 
its own lags). 

(TABULAR DATA 4 NOT REPRODUCIBLE IN ASCII] 

To further undecs<and the quantitative impact of eb.311ges in the mininlum wage on teenage 
employment, !he impact of an exogenous 10% increase in Che minimum wage is simulated. 
Specifically, it is •ssumed that Ute Kaitz inde.x ineteases by 10% in period I, ond then all of the 
estimated coefficients from the te<n~e employment equation are used in the VAR system to 
predict the impact on teenase employment. Because the specifications inc! ode lags of E, YK and 
the controls, a minimum wage increase at period t aJso effects employment i4 sllbseque:nt periods. 
fig_ures 3 through 6 present the impulse response functions (lRFs) for the res pons<: of teenase 
employment to a JO% exogenous change jn the minimum wage. These figuJ'e$ are for two 
different V AR speoifications using a lag length of 6 and varying the ordering of the ""'iables in 
the recursive structure. The upper and lower boun<b in the figures represent a 90% confidence. 
interval obtained using Monte Carlo integration estima~« of st.>:ndard error.; (see Dooo (1992) for 
details). 

(Figures 3-6 1LLUSTRA TION OMITTED) 

Figures 3 and 4 present the impact of a 10% i.oc:..._se in the.Kaitz index when the basic 
speeiftcation is LlSed, while Figs 5 and 6 add the w:h.alt male employment rttto and the real wage in 
manufacturing to the spccifocation. figure 3, that uses the orck:ring (YK, E. UPR, SY, POP), 
~ugs~;~t.$ thJ.' 1he c~~n o;mpJvym~;nt rcttc fait~ 1:ry uv~r 4.S% uvn • twq )'I:~ po:rivd. Thu im.pub:~ 
re:<ponse 1\Jnction in Fig . 4, that uses the ordering (POP,SY, UPR.. E. YK) yields a similar al'tect 
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of a 10% increase in the minimum wage.(23) Turning to the extended specification, Fig. S 
suggests that teen ernployruem fulls by over 4% when the variables ift lh~ VAR !t!c::· ordered (YK., 
E, UPR, SY, POP, EMPAM, WMANR). The impulse response function in Fig. 6, that uses the 
ordering (EMPAM. W MANR, POP, SY, UPR, E, YK), yields a similar effect. The KSults are 
remarkably similar, suggesting that the choice of control variables and the ordering of the 
variables in the VAR are not imponant.. ln sum, lhese impulse response functions imply that a 
10% int:rtasc in the minintum wage has an immediate negative effect on teenage employment, 
and over a 2 yeas period the teenage employment rate is O\'et 4% lower than it ·would have been 
otherwise, and then gradually increases tow.uds its pr<>-increaselevet 

When the number of lags were varied in !he above V ARs, tho estimated response of teenage 
employment to a 10% change in the minimum wage, though very similar, tended to be somewhat 
larger and have smaller standard errors in the 6 and 8 lag specifications than in models with 4 
lags. This sug&M1s chat there is omitted variables b1as in tht 4 lag speciticolions! since as more 
llariables are included, the point estimates change and smaller standard errors,.... obtained. 
Regression diagnostics also su~osted that the 6 on<! 8 Jog models were preferable to 4 lags, due in 
part to seasonality in the data not captured by the seasonal dummi ... The 2 Jag models have the 
smallost standord errors (as one would expect), but failtQ capture the S'..Jisonality in the data. 
Given the larc,e number of estimated c.oefficients in. these models (up tO 81flgs of8 variables in 8 
equations plus seasonal dulllmies with 160 obseMlions), it ls rather surprising lO find statistically 
significant results. 

The impulse response func-tions of tbe eftect of a 1 0% hmovation in the minimum wage on t~ 
minimwn w•ge were •lao examined (which, for the sake of brevity, are not reponed). Despite the 
explanatory power of lugged teenage employment tates on the minimum wage, these IRFs fall to 
zeto within one or two periods, s11ggesting that the ieedback from teenage employment rates to the 
minimum 'vage ate not an imponsnt detenninant of the minimum \vage in the shon Nn. A result 
contrary to this would bo troubling because the minimum wage chan~es infroqucntly ond !here 
docs not appear to be much conelation between 1eenage employment rates Wld the Tate of 
inflllion. Hence there is no theoretical undelpi1ming for • sbon run feedback effect from teen 

4~mployment rates to minimum wage changes. 

In summary. ~vid~nce from vector autoregressions leads us co conclude lhat the minimum ¥.:age 
has a significant, negative impact on teenage empJo)ment. Impul~e response functions from a 
varietyofVARmodels lead us to conclude that tbe response of the Cccnngc employment rate to a 
L 0% increase itlthe tniuin1um wage is ne~ive and bet'l.\leen 3% and 5%, increasing ht strength 
over the first year or so before the a:fft:ct begins to <kcrcase. These estimates are consisrently 
significtJOdy diffetent from zero at or near the S% level for a one-tailed test and are telnarkably 
robust to "'ar1ations in the lag Jeng.tl\, variables included, and ordering ofihe variables in !he VAR. 
Gran get causality tests sug~est that th.ere is a signifavant lagged negative res-ponse of ceenagc 
employment to changes in the tninimwn w~gc. and varia.n<::C· de-:ompositioos indicate that changes 
in the minimwn wage explain approxin'iately 7 to 1 C)% of the variation in teenage employment 
rates. 

Evidence from other minimwn wage m~rcs 

All of the result$ abo ... ~ used th~ Kailz index as the measure of the minimum wage. & cliscusscd 
by Bro1NI1., et aL (1982) this parsimoniow measure is desirable since it lncotpora.tes both a relative 
minimwn wage rate and an adjustment ror covtrAge. How&\'et. it also has several disadvantages. 
FirS~ since it \lSCS teenage employment as weights, it will be correlated by oonstruction with the 
teenag~ employment Rtio . .Second~ il constrains the minimum wage effe.et and the coveJage cffcc:a 
oo be the mne although a priori there is no >'eason to believe tlU$ restriction. While Btown, et al. 
{1933) and Wellington (1991) attempted to separate tbc effect of coverage from the minimum 
wage by addio.g at1. employment weighted cov-erage variable atong with tlw Kaitz in'dex directly 
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into <he model, this is problc:molk since these variables OK highly oonelated and their joint 
inclusion leads 10 a mu!ticoJUnearicy problem. In log leVels. lhe KaiiZ index and lhe <<>l•etagc 
variable ue correlated at 0.9S, wbileln log dlfftren<:eslhese two measures are oomtated at 0.7S. 

Therefore. t'o).'O additiMa.t me~ures oftbc: minimum wage were investitatod. FirSI, Lht log of the 
rotio of the minimum wage to the ave~ hourly eamine:s inm01>ufae01nng (MWOlVMfO) t. 
used, and the log of employmcnt-weiehted coverage (COVllR) is included :;c:paratcly. Second, the 
log of the r,.l minimum Waf,C (MINR) is used, obtained by dividing the nominal wage at ~me t by 
the CPI, and separately including COVER and the real wagt in m>nufacturing. Both of lhese 
measures allow the effects of the minimum wage Md coverage to differ and avoid the 
multicollinearity problem, 01\d perhaps mo~ imponantly, provide another way to cheek the 
robu.stness of the earlier estimates. 

The time-series propertie<s of these .. ries are fu-st investigate<!. Brieny, both the ADF and the 
Phillips-Penon UJJ.it root tests which used the BIC model selection criterion to choose the lag 
length overwhelmingly suggest that MWDIVMFO. MINR 01\d COVER c<>ntain a unit coot. For 
example, the ADF value for MWDJVMFO withouta time t:r<nd v.-as --4.72. for MINR -6. tS.IIIld 
for COVER it was -1.~. These..., su'osUntially below the crilkal vallle of ·16J. The~fore. e~~eh 
of these series are differen<ed before including them in the analyses. Using the Engle-(lranp 01\d 
Phillips-Ouliaris coinleGflltion tests, no ovid= was found of co!nteg,ation ""'-on 
MWDIVMFG and COVER. or be<w<cn MlNR, COVER., and WMANR. 

The results from these two altem&tive measures of tbe minimum wage are similar to, if not 
stronger than, those obtained using tho .Kai12 index . In lhe interests of brevity only one 
specification pet tninimum waGe, meuurc is presented, with 6 lags .. and one ordering. The re.sults 
were remarkably robust to variations of control variables, lag length. and ordering. 

When using M\VOIVMl'G as the measure of the minimum wage, Ul'R, S Y, POP, and COVER 
are included as additionel controls, In tho ttCMge ""'ployment equation, the f·test for cxogenoity 
is 2.68 wilh marginal signili<OIIOC 0.018. With an <>rdering of(MWDIVMFO, B. UPR. SY, POP, 
COVER), MWDIVMFO explains 13.78% of the variance ofleenageempluymcnt. Finally, in Fig. 

· 7 the impact of a I 0% inorease in MWDIVMFG is siJnulattd, and it is found that teen 
employment falls by almost S% over a 2 -year period. The F-test for exof,COity for the coveraa~e 
variable is 2.40 with marginal significance 0.032. However, the variance decompositions indicato 
that COVERe.'<pliOins only 3. 16% of tho variation i • E. so there is only weak cvid<nee that 
e:q>anding the ooverage of the minimum wa8• has a sitnificant impact on \eenog~ employmen<. 

(Fi~~Ute 7 1LLUSTRA TION OMITTED) . ' 
'· 

Similariy~ when using the real minimum w•so. MINR, as the measure of the minimw:n wap, 
UPR, SY, POP, COVER. and WMANR ore included os additional control~ In the lecwoge 
employment equaTion, the F·t.,.t for OXO!l""eity is 2.07 "ith marginal significance 0.062. With"" 
orderinS of (MINR, E, UPR. SY, POP, COVER, WMANR), MINR explains 8.8% of the variance 
ofteenacc employment. l.o l'ig. S tho im!*t af a 10% increase iu MINR is simulated, and it is 
found that teen employment falls by over 4.5% ove:t a 2-3 year period. As above, there is wea.k 
evidence of cc>veraf,C being independently impot1Ant; the F·ttst for exogonity is 2.14 with 
marginal signific-ance 0.054 and in the variallte dee<>mposition COVER explains only 3.32% of 
the variation in E. 

[Figure 8 ILLUSmA TIONS OMITIED) 

In SW'Tl, fh~e tw<> alternative: meesures of the minimum \It-age strengthen the con~lusion that the 
mininn,m Wtol$<: h~ a si.g.ni:lkant. nee.4tiv• lmf'lact t'\oTI tecna;e cmpJ.oyrncnl. Indeed. foc- moat ott.ho 
sp~itlc.ations eslimated, of the three tfllnimum ""-;" m<:asurts l'vt!NR often gave the lea.st 
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~ignificam and M\VD!VMFO the most significant es(imates of a 10% increase i!'l the minimum 
W<:~ge. 

V. DYNAMIC REGRESSION MODELS 

Legislative changes in the minint\lm wag:e occur infrequently. CoupJed with the fact that tb$1'e-m:e 
no long run movements in the ttenage employme11t rate since it is stationary. suggcsls lhat 
endogeneity of the minimum was:e mt\y not be a significant issue whett mode1ling the short run 
xlationsh.ip berv.-een the minimum wage and toen employment. If chanses in the minimum wage 
can reasonably be rreated as exogenous, then single e<!Uation mooels can be employed, drastically 
reducing the number of parameters 10 b~ estimated and providing more straightforward 
calculation of dynamic multiplier effects (IRFs).ln this section we treat changes in the minimum 
wage a.s exo&enous and provide evidence from single equation models. 

Specifically, we re~ss Eon to various combinations of lags of'£,"{!( and the controls. Table 5 
presents the results from four representative speciftcations with one Ia& of tho oontrols, and 
between one and four lags ofhoth E and YK. The effect of the increase in the minimum wage on 
contemporaneous employment. on next periods employment, and employment aficr 1 yea~ is 
reported. The ma(sinal s.ignifiecnce of an F·tcst of the minimum wage coeffiplents is also 
reponed. For brevity, neither re<.111ts from specifications that use the ratio of the nominol 
minimlll\1 wage to the overage hourly cvnings in manufacruring (MWDIVMFG) nor for the real 
wage (MINR) are reported. These models yielded similar, if somewhat sll'OIIger, results th:m those 
reponed below. See Williams and Mills (l99S) for many of these results. 

TableS. Dynamic multiplier eff'ect of a 10% inere .. e in the Kaitz Index. Dependent vorioble is the 
log (teenage employment rate) 

SpCIC1!1Ca.ti~l\ 

e.a.;;~~ 

Bas.ic ... ........ 
H!eAUR 

Las• ot £ 
to.aga ot YK 
C:ontrol Lags 

{l) 

• O,S7U 
• 1 .,722' 
-~. )()02' 
(D.:IlSH 

•O,S606 
· l.S.Ut 
• 1.1S'86 
f O. 02,1} 

(2) 

•O.,lS8 
-1.&$)7 
·l.~Z45 
~O.<Ii19) 

•O.UH 
•1.5162 
- l,Ot40 
C0.06U) 

2 
2 
l 

,, 
-0.5711 
-1.1781 
-l.rltl 
tO,lS7SJ 

-O.SC>U 
-1 . 9310 
-1.2278 
(0.2725) 

• • I 
' '·· 

Notes: 'The Basic model contains a constaot, YK. UPR. S Y. POP, and three seasonal dummies. 
All variables, exceptS Y, are in logs. E was not fUrther transformed; YK and WMANR were 
differenced; t~e remainder of the vorial>les were deltended prior to their inclusion into the models. 
'The top number in each. cell is the «>otemporaneou:s effect of a 10% iocrease in lhe minimum 
wage, the second nwnhcr is the effect after onC" quarter> the third number js the effect aner ooe 
year, and the bottom number is the marginal significance of a joint tesr of the minimwn ''41£e 
coefficients. Sarnple period 19S4:lto 1993:4. 

A quick glance at TableS reveals that the estima~es are quite consistent across specifications and 
lag lengths, and imply thet the minimum wage h.as a signifieont negative effect on. teenage 
<:mployment. ltl se.neral they suggest that increasing tl\e mh'~inlUm wage by J 0% l.e~ds lo aboul a 
0.6% immediate reducrion in re.:nagc employment, a 1.6% reduction after an odditional quarter, 
and is stilll-educing em:vloym~::nt 1.2% after one yea:r. 

ConoentJating on the basic specification in the first row of TableS, the estimated impact of the 

aJJOI/62 tl:n 
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miAimum wage increas• cbo.nges only slightly •• lhe number oflags vtsy. The ro~ults \oMil one 
Jag of lhe control,, and ooe or two )t.gs of E a.nd YK a.ro inc:lu~ are nu.medcally quite simihu 
and significant at the 5% level. Adding a third (not shown) or fourth lag of these variables reduces 
tho minimum wage etfeot aod it$ &igniti«nco. Both the AIC and BIC modeloeleolion criteria 
indicate preferred tag length$ of I or 2 for tbo$0 models. 

Looking down o.ny column and vatying the spoeifieolion by cbangiltg the i~>Ciuded eon110ls. the 
estimated impact of the minimum wage is again f<>"Und to be quite robust. The incl\.ulon of the 
adult male ernployn>ont rate (EMJ> AM) and the rtal wage in manufacturing {WMANR) bu lin!< 
impact on the u timated effec:t of the minimum wase. Indeed, sin<>e the unemployment tate of 
adult males (UPR) lind EMP AM are highly oomlaud, the inelusioo ofEMP AM only unu to 
deere.,. lhe signifioanc:e of the IID<Il!PIO)'IIlent r.te voriable, while the adult emplo}'l!l<nt rate 
varia1>\e h.ts no significant impaot on teenage omploymoot.(24) 

ln sum. tbc:;; results reveal lhal an increase in dt! minimum \\'lite hBs" sigoiti~N')t and negative 
impact on tecn.tf:C cmp)oyrnent. The negati~ in.ptt.Ot is not Jimittd to the p-eriod when the 
minimum is rniscd. but pe1sists to at least J year aftt.r the· increase·. This indicat-es tho in·\portonce 
of modeJiitlg the dynamic specification when st'Cki.Dg to eslimate the eff'ect oftlte mi11i1nwn wage 
using dme~suies dat:.. 

1bese rt:Slllts. are similu to those obtained in the pt"e.viO\.IS see,ion in that it is again found that 
changes in the minimum wsge hav~ :a signifi<:an1 negative effect on the tee.oase ernploymmt me. 
They djffer from 1)10$< obtained from lhe "'cwr auCO,.,giO<tions in two main ways hov. .. -. First, 
wbile lhe eff'OCA of changes in the mi.uimum wage on to<J~a~,oe ttnp!oymenl is still stalisticolly 
significant. it It no1 as: large in magnitude. Second, specifications with mo~e than 1 or 21ag.s of the 
variableo apJl"'l'lO be O\'Orpor•meteriud in tho single C<tUation models, whereas the V AR models 
provided stronaer effects with 4 or more Jags and Ol'pe~d tt\ be underparameterit&d with less 
than 4 lags. Slnoe including mo.tc variables and more lags provided more signilic""t ttiiUits (both 
statistically end in magnitude) in the v ARs, this su,ggestslhat there are sierulicant r .. db .. k 
effects amons the vwiables 'Wldtr consideration (which apes with the evidence nom cxogencity 
tests). This leodsto the conclusion lhat ondogenclty is most likely an imporoant issue, oo that 

· V ARs u e more appropriate models oftbe ••lations hip under considmuion. panieululy give.n the 
robustness of the V A'R evidenco. 

VI. COI'ICLUSION 

Some labour economists (e.g. Card and Ktueger (199S) ond Staft'otd (11!86)) have expresoed 
~ceplicism about the vaJuc of time-series data for studying labour cnarktt behaviour. We bt-lit:\'e 
however, that in rrying to unde!Slalld the eft'ccc of the minimum wage, time-•eries dato are very 
useful. In particular, most of ti,e variation in the minimum wt.sc comes from fedtta.lly legis,at<:ld 
c.hangesthat occ::ur nt S?orad;c intctvals. By providi n& mmy instances of such 

ehange.s.. time·series dtta can help ease th.e difficoJt task of separaring the t.ftectoftl le minim\lm 
waie on aggR:,:Itc t.eetlage employment from the effect of other fctors. 

This study has revisited lh.e issue ofwl'l.e.tM:r a time·-series relationship exiars betwetn 1ccnage 
employment and tbe minimum wage. The <*Iii est aJ!d s6lllhe roost cited ~lu abtxlt thil 
relatiooship oome from time·seriM <tudies. It is suascd thot lhe previous tilel'lllln failed to 
reoogrri~ that time-series require diffet'Cllt teelmiqlles !han cross-sectional data. !n order to obtain 
consistent and robus:r results, it i$ (:ritically important to 1al--e into account ooJutatioAArity and the 
in.hel":nt serial correlation in tjme-series data. h W&S found that lhe teenage employment ratio is 
stationary, whereas empirical measures ofche real minimwn wage. are dearly noMtt.tionary. 
Hc:MG, :~implo ~~sions will yield Jnislcad1n& rcsultl and m&)' lead tcJ imp:Qpt:c policy 
preseriptio.u. In c.ddition. it W1!1S found that ic wu abo ;mportant to properly model tho d)'nantic 
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speci!icotion of the relationship. 

After carefUlly inve$1igating the stationarity oflhe S<ries, and extensive modollio.g oflhe 
dynamics using vector autoregressions, a sig;nificant, negative rclatio.nsbip betwc:e.n d\e minimum 
"'llll• and tee!ID.Qe cmploymtnt rates have been documented. In particular, it was found lhat 
changes in the minimum wage Granger-cause tee~ employment, and that minimum wage 
changes account for roughly 7 to 10% ofth.c vuiation in teenage employment rates. Finali)', 
impulse response funedons indicate that the re.spon.se of the teena1;c employment rate: to a I 0% 
i~ru.se in lhe. minimllm \\'0\g:e is negari'IC and between 3% and 5~ incrt~ing in stttrtgtb over 
the fus1 year or so before th.t: effect begins to decrease. l"hese tsti.mates are consistently 
sig.n.i.ficandy diJferea.t from ~at or oeer tho ~Y• level for a onc4 1ailed test. and are robust to 
legitimate varilllions in the model spocifie.tion, log len&th, aod ordering of variables io 1he V AR. 

Several recent paper$ have suggested that inenase.s. in the minimum wage may have additional 
effects on tho diSiribution of employmenl across groups in the labour market (see FreemM, 1996; 
and Long and Kohn, J99S).I'or example, iocrwos In the minimum wage may allow ftnns co 
substitute higher quality toenag~ woskcrs for lower quality older workers. or middle c:lass workers 
for poor workers. Our aggregate tim.....,ries anal)'$1 1 Clmnol dire<:dy address these conoems. 
However, if such empiOj'ment compositional effecrs occm, the results may suggest attOther 
negative effect or the minimum. Specificafly, since a minimum M~ge increase decree:es teenage. 
employment, decrcas<:s in the employment of older workecs and pooru workers might be 
cxp«ted, fUrther tompou..Oiog the problom of the wfdeoU.g <ami.ogs di.ouibution In tbe USA.(2S) 

ACKNOWLEOOEMENTS 

We wish to thAnk David Card and Alan Kruege.r for geoerouslyproviding the dar.. 

(I) For analys<:s based on indi\>idual·level dau see among others Cume and Fallick (1996) and 
Neumark and Woscher (1995). For !UIOiys .. based upon firm and industry·levol dota ' ""among 
others Kalund Krueger (1992), Cord and Kre\\ger (1994), and Kim and Taylor(l~9S). For 
analyses u.<in£ Slate· level data see among others o~ el al. (1995), Neumart< and Wo:scher 
·(1992), Card (1992), and Williams (1993). 

(2) See Card and Kreuger (l99S) for further diseusoion of the pre'Vious time· .. ries littraM<:. 

(3) For cxpositioo purposes the filet that the KaiiZ iDdeoc inotu<!e< a term ac!j~~>ting for the differU~t 
minimum wa~es poid to newly ooveted "'"rkas is i ~· This tenn is included when the Kaitt 
index is used empirical I)'. See Wellington (1991) foro discussion. 

' '·· 
(4) All estimates we«> obtained using RATS, versl<>n 4.2. S.e Doan (1992). Due co spuee 
considerations and for ease of comparison to other resel\r<h, on lhe log trarufonned vcnion of 
Equal ion I is COliC<nlrated on. Wellington (1991) found only slight differences betwoen the level$ 
and los transformed specifications. The analyses hove been duplicattd using the love I 
specifications and. similar results obtained. 

(S) Both the Be..:h··M~~<:Kinnon and Cochtan<>·Ort:utt estim>les ore reported beeouse the sm:UI 
sample prop<:11ies of these ..Omarors con differ substantiallY. particularly if a unit roo1 is ~t. 

(6) CMi and Krel!ler (1995) offe< an alternative ex planar ion of the less significaDt results 
obtained from more recent data by suggesting chit tile minimum wage time-series literature is 
plagued by publi.,.tion bias. Trus mighl occut if the journal r.viow process tended 10 publish 
papers that offer statistieil.lly significant results that art consistent l\'i.th economists' priors. 
Speoifie.caUy, they •rgu• 11'Hn •o ~t pt.bl~ed. • u ly »:tudl~• m.a.y havo ~ol.,oto:d f:mpidOIJ 
specifications that demonstrated a negative and sipifieant effect of the minimum wage on teen 
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employment Funher. because !lie SIAti.Ocal significance oflhese early results wore _,Slated due 
to !his specifieatioo ~. wben later r=!archers tepljc,ued th= .specifications they oblalnccl 
weaker r=lls. R=nt n:.eardl by Neumui< and Wascher 1998) futtber in\"<Siigat<a lhis issue and 
con find no evidence of lhe publicolion bias ~&<Sled by Can! an~ K.re<>gcr ( 199S). 

(7) Though Alpert and Oucnud ( 1988) correct for l be possibility of non>tationarity by differencing 
all tho variables, !hey do not appear to ha•e chrckod whether or not these va:riable$ are 
nonS:l•tionary. ln a reeent paper, Park and Raui (1998) pr=nt tcS:ls that conform OW' sr.tionorhy 
result below. 

(8) For simplicity of notation a 6mo series willl>o referred to by its nh element rather chan using 
more complete notation, such [MA THEMATICALBXPRESSION NOT REPRODUCIBLE IN 
ASCUJ. 

(9) For ease of interpretation thCS< plots are presented in lev<ls allhough all or our analyses ore 
done in Jogs. The Jog plots"" $imilar lhouzb wllb a different scale. 

(10) We perfouned the tests using lag lenct/ls of 2, 4, 6 and S, ... weU ... those susgestd by the 
AIC ~1 selection criterion. The rtSU!IS ....... ooaoistenl """"' me specifications CO<)$idercd . 

( I I ) Similar conclusions arc raobccl if the sttmdard St\Jdcnt-1 criti<tl valueo arc used .. ou Uested 
by Sims and l.Jhfig (1991). The Bayesian unit root l est recommend«! by Sims ( 1983) was also 
performed, which resulted in the same conclu.ions. 

( 12) Stationarity was test«! for with the variables in both levels and log funn. The results were 
$l)bstant-ively the: same:, so due to space considerations, only the: f'C'Sults for the log fotm arc 
reported. 

{13) For example, for eointegrarion between Yl<, WMANR and ENP,tho Johansen {1988) lombdo 
max statiMic• were 13.54 (18.96), 9.41 (12-78) ond 0.008 (6.69), and the lambda trace •tatistie• 
were 22.96 (28.44), 9.42 (IS.S8) and 0.008 (6.69) ( 10% size critical values in porentheses). 

(l4)See Card 411d Kreuger(I99S), Chapter I I for asummaryofvarious fonns of the standard 
mtie wage taking model. 

( IS) Harnerrnesh (1993), pp. 248-52, demonsrrates that tbe exact empirical speeifiC&ion will 
depend upon bow employer expectations are modelled. 

(16) Sec for example, Brown etal. (198l) and Neumm and Wasct>et (lm). 

( 17) See Hamilton ( 1994) for o discussion of the CO<\$"'luCIWos of undcrdiffcrencin~ 
(noRStationarity) fllld overdiffereneiJ1i, 

(18) Since this is a reduced form and th""' ore lags oflllllhe variables in each equation, tM VAR 
representation also captures ony leading olfecu, so lhtre is no neod to include leads of variables in 
lhe reduced fonn equations. See Hamil !On ( 1994) for a lhorough exposition. 

(19) See Hamilton (1994) for de~ails . 

(20) Due to space limitations, the ""ults from •II of the other variables included in lhe models ore 
not reponed. In general the impact oithes< variables on teenage employmont was as expec~d. 

(2 1) Seasonal dummy-time trcn.d intcroclion tcmu wero cxpc:ri.m.al.t-.d wirh u reconuru!ndcd by 
Solon (1985), but it was found that they w<rc alway• both $1atistic3lly iluignificant and small in 
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magnitude, and !heir inclusion or exclusion had no signiti<aot tffttt on rhe r<SUhs. 

(22) See Mills and Pnload (1992) foro thorouah discussioo ofth=model selection crltuia. 

(23) Placing£ after YK in the ordains rcslticu me rcsponS< be<>aUSC it does not allow for I 
conremporaneollS effec! ofYK on E. Hence for Figs 4 and 61he IRFiszero for lhe firtt period. 

(24) The two alternative minimum wage measures yield very similar results. In ge.octal. they 
suggest that ine«asing the minimum v-~ by 10% leads to about an immediate J.O% r<::duction in 
teenage employment. a 2SVo reduction after an additional quaner, and is still reducins 
employment by about 1.8% after one year. 

(25) The authotS thank a referee for bringing this possibility to their 8!ltntion. 
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THE WAGE COST IMPACT OF THE ACTU’S CLAIM 

The direct wage cost impact of the ACTU’s claim 

E.1 This section details how we derived our estimate of the direct 

wage cost impact of the ACTU’s $25 claim. 

E.2 Our estimate is derived using final data from the ABS May 2000 

Employees Earnings and Hours (EEH) Survey. It is based on the same 

methodology we applied to cost last year’s claim, a detailed explanation 

of which can be found at Appendix E of the joint Governments’ 

Submission to the Safety Net Review 2000–2001. Note, however, that 

because this year’s claim is for the same flat dollar increase across all 

classifications it was not necessary to work out the proportions of award 

paid employees who are paid at or below different classification levels 

such as C10. Also, the figures we used in last year’s submission were 

based on preliminary, not final, EEH Survey data. Accordingly, we 

present here a brief review of the derivation of our estimate while also 

providing updated figures where necessary. Comments on past criticisms 

of our methodology are detailed in Chapter 4 of our submission. 

E.3 Our estimation of the direct wage cost impact of the ACTU’s 

claim involves two steps. The first is to calculate the proportion of all 

employees paid at the award rate on an hours worked basis. The 

adjustment for hours worked is necessary because data from the EEH 

Survey suggest that more part-time employees are paid an award rate than 

full-time employees. For example, at May 2000, 39.9 per cent of all part-

time employees were paid at an award rate compared to 15.2 per cent of 

full-time employees. The implication is that the proportion of full and 

part-time employees paid at an award rate must be weighted with data on 
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average hours paid for full and part-time employees. Otherwise, part-time 

employees would be given an equal weight to their full-time counterparts 

and this would result in an overstatement of the cost of the claim. 

E.4 Table E.1 presents the results of this analysis detailing the figures 

we used to adjust the proportion of all employees paid at award rates to 

an hours worked basis. By taking the proportion of employees paid at 

award rates for different employee categories and multiplying this by the 

average ordinary time hours paid for each of those respective categories, 

we obtained estimates of the proportion of employees paid at award rates, 

weighted by their hours worked. These figures appear in column (e). We 

then performed the same calculations for all employees, the resulting 

estimates appearing in column (f). Dividing the total of column (e) by 

that of column (f) suggests that 19.4 per cent of all ordinary time hours 

paid are paid at an award rate. This is lower than the overall proportion of 

all employees paid at an award rate as part-time employees are over-

represented among employees paid at award rates. 

E.5 The second step in our estimation is to convert the claim to a 

percentage contribution to aggregate wages growth. This in turn requires 

the determination of an appropriate wages growth measure. Given the 

relative importance of part-time employees the most appropriate measure 

is not average weekly ordinary time earnings (AWOTE) for full-time 

employees but rather hourly ordinary time earnings.  
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Table E.1: Proportions of employees and ordinary time paid hours 
paid at awards and all pay setting methods, by category 
 Percentage 

of 
employees 
paid at 
award rates

Percentage
of 
employees 
across all 
pay setting 
methods 

Average 
ordinary 
time hours 
of award 
employees 

Average 
ordinary 
time hours 
of all 
employees

(a)*(c) (b)*(c) 

 (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 
Ft adult non managerial employees 8.5 52.8 37.7 38.0 3.223 20.077 
Ft adult managerial 0.4 12.5 39.5 39.8 0.171 4.987 
Pt adult non-managerial 10.7 26.6 18.6 18.7 1.997 4.986 
Part time adult managerial 0.1 1.2 18.6 18.7 0.011 0.221 
Ft Junior (total managerial) 1.3 2.4 38.0 38.2 0.512 0.898 
Pt Junior (total managerial) 2.1 4.5 11.8 12.1 0.251 0.549 
Total 23.2 100.0 na na 6.165 31.718 
Source: ABS, Survey of Employee Earnings and Hours (Final), May 2000 (Cat No 
6306.0). 

E.6 Unfortunately, none of the currently available data sources 

provide estimates of ordinary time hourly earnings. However, it is 

possible to obtain an estimate by taking a measure of AWOTE and 

dividing it by 38, the standard number of full-time working hours per 

week. Data from the May 2000 Employee Earnings and Hours (EEH) 

survey indicate that, in original terms, ordinary time hourly earnings for 

full-time adult employees was equal to $19.37. If we assume that 

AWOTE for full-time adult employees will grow by 5.4 per cent over the 

year to May 2002 (which was the annual growth rate between May 2000 

and November 2001) then this suggests that average ordinary time hourly 

rates will be equal to $21.50 in May 2002. Accordingly, the ACTU’s $25 

claim equals a 3.1 per cent increase in ordinary time hourly earnings for 

full-time adult employees. 

E.7 Multiplying the 3.1 per cent increase in ordinary time hourly 

earnings for full-time adult employees by 19.4 per cent, the percentage of 

all ordinary time paid hours paid at an award rate, suggests that, if 

granted, the ACTU’s claim would directly add 0.59 percentage points to 
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aggregate wages growth. This is over three times higher than the ACTU’s 

estimate of 0.17 percentage points. 
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REASONS FOR THE REGIONAL VARIATION IN 

LABOUR MARKET PERFORMANCE 

F.1 Labour market outcomes vary across regions for a number of 

reasons. These include the industry structure, demographic factors, the 

quality of local infrastructure and services and access to transport and 

distribution networks. 

• In terms of industry structure, regions that have a high concentration 

of growth industries are likely to enjoy higher rates of employment 

growth. Areas with low employment growth are characterised by a 

strong orientation towards agriculture or an above-average reliance on 

mining. Areas associated with strong employment growth typically 

have diverse industry structures, a high concentration of service 

industries or sectoral employment shares close to the national 

average.1 

• Regional variation in labour market outcomes is also affected by 

demographic factors. Australia is a highly urbanised nation with 

almost 80 per cent of the population located in urban settlements in 

excess of 5 000 people and 62 per cent living in metropolitan areas.2 

Net migration gains in urban areas are largely attributable to net 

growth in the size of the workforce in these regions.3 Indeed, over the 

year to November 2001 almost 90 per cent of the ABS labour force 

                                                 
1 Productivity Commission, ‘Report on the Impact of Competition Policy Reforms on 
Rural and Regional Australia’, Productivity Commission Inquiry Reports, No 8, 
October 1999.  
2 C Maher and R Stimson, Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute, Regional 
Population Growth in Australia, Nature, Impacts and Regulations, Bureau of 
Immigration and Population Research, AGPS, Canberra, 1994. 
3 Coopers and Lybrand, Population movements in non-metropolitan Australia, Bureau 
of Immigration Research, Department of Immigration, Local Government and Ethnic 
Affairs, 1992. 

http://www.pc.gov.au/inquiry/compol/finalreport/index.html
http://www.pc.gov.au/inquiry/compol/finalreport/index.html
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regions that recorded employment growth also recorded population 

growth, while almost 60 per cent of the ABS labour force regions 

recording a fall in employment also recorded a fall in population. 

• Metropolitan areas in particular have labour market benefits simply by 

being densely populated. Due to a wider range of resources, both in 

terms of infrastructure and labour, metropolitan areas are generally 

better able to react to structural and cyclical changes and achieve 

faster rates of economic and employment growth during upswings in 

the business cycle. They are also less likely to experience skill 

shortages as they are able to access a large pool of labour with a wide 

range of skills and qualifications.  Industries in less populated areas, 

on the other hand, are more likely to be constrained by a labour force 

that does not have an appropriate skill base. This can often contribute 

to problems such as a relatively higher level of long-term 

unemployment in non-metropolitan areas. 

• Regional differences in skill levels can also affect the labour market 

performance of different regions. A regional economy that does not 

have an appropriate mix of skills to cope with changes in the economy 

is more likely to experience labour market problems when these 

changes occur. Non-metropolitan and rural areas tend to have a 

relatively lower proportion of people with a degree or higher 

education levels when compared with capital cities. 
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CAPPING SAFETY NET ADJUSTMENTS 

Table G.1: Estimated allocation of the total dollar benefit resulting 
from a $10 increase capped at various levels of the wage distribution, 
allowing for the operation of the tax-transfer system (disposable 
income, Henderson equivalence scales) 

(a) Wage and salary earner income units 
 Level of the cap within the wage distribution:  

Decile Bottom 50% Bottom 30% Bottom 20% 
1 10.16% 15.37% 20.37% 
2 11.00% 12.96% 14.91% 
3 12.48% 14.42% 14.63% 
4 14.09% 14.98% 16.59% 
5 13.21% 15.01% 15.04% 
6 13.35% 12.05% 7.28% 
7 12.51% 7.22% 4.66% 
8 7.41% 3.35% 2.84% 
9 3.91% 2.74% 1.93% 

10 1.87% 1.92% 1.75% 
100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

 
(b) All income units 

 Level of the cap within the wage distribution: 
Decile Bottom 50% Bottom 30% Bottom 20% 

1 2.99% 4.88% 6.87% 
2 2.30% 3.64% 5.07% 
3 5.09% 7.15% 8.71% 
4 7.33% 9.06% 10.53% 
5 12.53% 13.80% 14.50% 
6 17.65% 19.39% 20.96% 
7 19.14% 20.93% 19.21% 
8 19.28% 12.89% 7.37% 
9 10.12% 5.06% 4.29% 

10 3.56% 3.20% 2.48% 
100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

Source: STINMOD (STIN01b) 
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THE WAGE FIXING PRINCIPLES 

Economic Incapacity – case history 

Cases of note with regard to Economic Incapacity in the federal 

jurisdiction 

H.1 In decisions related to claims for economic incapacity, the 

Commission has previously rejected applications for relief from SNAs 

that have relied on evidence at a regional or sectoral level.  

H.2 The National Farmers Federation (NFF) launched four economic 

incapacity cases in the Pastoral Industry between 1986 and 1993. The 

Commission rejected all cases, mainly on the grounds that the industry 

wide pay increase should not be deferred on the basis of a small number 

of specific examples of hardship. 

H.3 In 1998, the Australian Hotels Association (AHA) and the Motor 

Inn, Motel and Accommodation Association (MIMAA) applied for the 

phasing in of SNAs provided for in the 1998 Safety Net Review decision 

for all employees covered by three key awards in the industry. This case 

was rejected on the grounds of the diversity of experience in the sectors 

covered by the awards, suggesting that while some employers were 

experiencing very serious economic adversity, others were not. However, 

in this case, two individual employers were granted a seven week delay in 

the application of the SNA based on their incapacity to pay. 

H.4 In 1998, the Federation of Australian Broadcasters (FARB) 

represented respondent radio stations to two awards the Media, 

Entertainment and Arts Alliance union sought to vary for the Safety Net 

Review-Wages decision of 29 April 1998. FARB sought a referral of the 
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matters to the President as a special case and were seeking a delay in the 

operation of the increases for a particular group of respondents. FARB 

sought the delay for medium sized and smaller sized regional radio 

stations that had had previous delayed adjustments (agreed to by the 

Union). The referral for consideration as a special case was rejected. The 

Commissioner made reference to a previous Full Bench decision, relating 

to claims for the application of a Safety Net Review decision to several 

awards in the hospitality industry (Print Q2232), that clearly provided 

that applications for the deferral of the Safety Net Review decision 

increases were to be dealt with under principle 12 Economic Incapacity.  

The Commissioner then proceeded to assess the FARB application and 

determine the evidence as an application under the incapacity principle 

and found the evidence was not sufficient to warrant deferral of the 

Safety Net Review increase. FARB however, believed their application 

met requirements set out in a 1990 Pastoral Award Incapacity decision 

(Print J1671) where a full bench set out four criteria to be satisfied under 

incapacity claims. It was a key part of the FARB submission that the 

impact of the increases would cause significant hardship given that the 

respondents were facing other wage increases in the same period. The 

Commissioner found that the reasons for hardship are not to be 

considered and that a case for economic hardship must be conclusive of 

itself.  

Cases of note with regard to economic incapacity in State 

jurisdictions include; 

H.5 The WAIRC rejected the delaying of the third $8 arbitrated safety 

net increase into WA state awards covering private hospitals. 

http://www.osiris.gov.au:443/search97cgi/s97_cgi?action=View&VdkVgwKey=%2Fdata%2Findrel%2Fdata%2Fdecisions%2F98%2FMISC%2D98%2F2%2FIA014100%2Ehtm&DocOffset=1&DocsFound=6&QueryZip=q2232&Collection=awards&Collection=agreements&Collection=decisions&Co
http://www.osiris.gov.au:443/search97cgi/s97_cgi?action=View&VdkVgwKey=%2Fdata%2Findrel%2Fdata%2Fvariations%2F12%2FL0020%2F0%2FRA000040%2Ehtm&DocOffset=1&DocsFound=1&QueryZip=j1671&Collection=variations&ViewTemplate=indrel%2Eview&SearchUrl=http%3A
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H.6 In 1998, the Victorian Farmers Federation considered mounting 

an application for economic incapacity on behalf of farmers in the East 

Gippsland region. No application was made but the Commission 

concluded that no application on a regional or industry basis would be 

successful unless all employers in the region were experiencing very 

serious or extreme economic adversity. 

H.7 In 1991, the Queensland Cane Growers Association successfully 

applied for the postponement of centralised wage increases for field 

employees in the sugar industry. The Queensland Commission decided 

that much of the work in the field section of the industry was of a 

seasonal nature and that the deferred wage increase that was granted 

between 1 November 1991 and 1 June 1992 would affect very few 

employees.  

H.8 The Mechanical Cane Harvesters Association sought to postpone 

the 2001 SNA of Division 2 of the Sugar Industry Award – State for all 

of their members, until at least 1 January 2002. This application was 

unsuccessful. The Queensland Cane Growers Association was also 

unsuccessful with an industry wide application for economic incapacity 

in 2001. After the lack of success with the industry wide approach it was 

indicated that claims would be mounted on behalf of individual cane 

growers. No cases proceeded. 

Statement of Principles – Safety Net Review – Wages April 

1997 

H.9 Principles 1 and 2 of the 1997 decision were expressly to be read 

in conjunction with the provisions of the WR Act and the Workplace 

Relations and Other Legislation Amendment Act 1996. 
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1. Introduction 

The Act provides for a workplace relations system which promotes 

workplace or enterprise agreements about wages and conditions of 

employment, upon a foundation of fair minimum standards established 

and maintained by the award system. In both areas the Act provides for 

the removal or prevention of specified forms of discrimination. 

The priority in this system is on the parties at the workplace or enterprise 

level taking responsibility for their own industrial relations and reaching 

agreements in relation to matters affecting their employment relationship. 

Parties are able to choose the most appropriate form of agreement for 

their particular circumstances whether or not that form is provided for by 

the Act. 

The award system provides a safety net of wages and conditions of 

employment which protects employees who may be unable to reach 

workplace agreements while maintaining an incentive to bargain for such 

agreements. It also provides the benchmark for the no-disadvantage test 

that the Act requires to be applied before agreements are certified by the 

Commission. 

The Commission is responsible for ensuring that a safety net of fair 

minimum wages and conditions of employment contained in awards is 

established and maintained. Awards will generally be limited to 

allowable award matters and provisions that are incidental to them and 

necessary for the effective operation of the awards. 

In exercising its powers and obligations under the Act, the Commission 

will continue to apply structural efficiency considerations, including 

minimum rates adjustment provisions consistent with the August 1988 
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[Print H4000], August 1989 [Print H9100] and April 1991 [Print J7400] 

National Wage Case decisions and the October 1993 Review of Wage 

Fixing Principles decision (the October 1993 Review decisions) [Prints 

K9700 and K9940], the August 1994 Review of Wage Fixing Principles 

decision [Print L4700], the September 1994 Safety Net Adjustments and 

Review [Print L5300] , and the October 1995 Third Safety Net 

Adjustment and Section 150A [Print M5600] (as varied by Print P1997). 

2. Agreement Making 

The Commission facilitates agreement making (ss. 170L and 170LA) in a 

number of ways including the following: 

(a) By conciliating (s. 170NA; s. 100); where necessary, pursuant to 

s. 111, by making recommendations and/or issuing directions to promote 

the efficient conduct of negotiations; and by making recommendations by 

consent, under s. 111AA, to assist the parties in reaching agreement; 

(b) By not exercising, during a bargaining period, arbitral powers under 

Part VI B of the Act in relation to a matter that is at issue between the 

negotiating parties (s. 170N); 

(c) By generally not arbitrating about the contents of enterprise 

agreements except where the Commission has terminated a bargaining 

period pursuant to s. 170MW(3) or (7), in which case the Commission 

will exercise its powers pursuant to s. 170MX; 

(d) By applying ss. 113A and 113B as appropriate. 
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